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CHARLES EDJARD NORTH: 	Sworn and examined. 

MR. MANS: 	tilhat is your name?---Charles Edward North, and I am a 

Senior Detective of Police stationed at Melbourne. 

Did you carry out certain investigations and inquiries into the cause 

of a fire in the Kinglake district?---Yes. 

That fire became evident about the let January of this year?---Yes, I 

made inquiries some time subsequent to that with regard 

to that fire. 

As a result of those inquiries, did you form any opinion as to the 

origin of the fire?---I did. 

What opinion did you form about that?---I formed the opinion that the 

fire started at what I believed at that time was the 

bank of the No.2 Mountain Creek. I have reason to 

believe now that I was under a misapprehension and 

that it was actually on the bank of the No.3 Mountain 

Creek. 

Is it actually the same spot as you originally saw?---I believe so. 

THE COjMI3SION2R: It is the same position, but you now find it had a 

description?---Yes. Since I made my report that area 

has been surveyed by members of the Forests Commission, 

and they have located the spot which is on the bank of 

the No. 3 Mountain Creek instead of the No.2 Mountain 

Creek. 

Cz'O 
	

What were the conditions of the bush surrounding this 

particular area?--Exceptionally dense. 

Did you form any opinion as to whether it would be likely that anybody 

would be camping in or around that area?---I should 

say it most unlikely and almost impossible. 

Did you make any inquiries in regard to prospectors being there?--I did. 

That conclusion did you come to?---There were no prospectors in the 

vicinity, and no signs of any prospectors having worked 

in the vicinity. 

jould the burning of the bush benefit anybody?---I could not find anything 

that would indicate benefit to anyone, or make anyone's 

property more safe. 
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Did you find signs of any old fire in the vicinity?---I did. 

Where was that fire?---That fire reached the spot where the new fire started. 

Did you come to any conclusion as to the age of the old fire?---On the advice 

of a bushman who was with us, yes, but not personally. 	My 

knowledge of the bush is not sufficient for me to come to any 

conclusion. 

That was the nearest property to that particular point?---The nearest occupied 

property was a property occupied by a man named J. McMahon. 

So far as this old fire was concerned, did you know whose property that was 

on?---I believed, at that time, it was on a block originally owned 

by a man named K. G. Murphy. 	As a result of conversations with 

forest officers, I now believe it was on the property of a man 

Andrews. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Are you able to prove it, or are you elaborating it as you 

go? 

R. GOWANS: It is intermingled with other matters. I have practically got 

all I want from the witness (To witness) - )id you form any con-

clusion as to the cause of the fire, which I may describe as the 

new fire?---I believe the new fire was cauBd by the old fire which 

had passed through there. It had passed through the growth in the 

bush probably two months previously. 

was there anything at the particular spot which you think was the source of 

this fire to indicate any possible connection between the old fire 

and the new fire?---There was a very old gum tree with a circum-

ference base of probably 16 to 20 feet. It was hollow right up the 

centre and had burnt right up the centre. 	There was an accumulation 

of ashes of about one foot deep around the base, and the tree had 

obviously been burning for some considerable time. It was not 

burning when we were there; but I believe that tree may have caught 

alight and the old fire continued burning. I believe that soarks 

from that started the new fire. 

4e may take it that is merely a theory on your part?---Yes, merely theory. 

And you have stated the basis of that theory?---Yes. 
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THE COMMISSIONER: Following the advice of some person whom you consider well 

advised on the matter?---Yes. Detective Craig who was with me 

has had ':::-revious experience in the investigation of bush fires. 

He was probably more competent to judge than I was, and it was 

also his opinion. 

MR. GOWANS: Did you interview a man named James Peter Thomas McMahon on the 

28th January this year?---I did. 

Did you take a statement from him?---I did. 

Have you that statement with you?---I have. 

Is it signed by him?---Yes, it is signed J. McMahon. 

Is it possible to put that statement in, or do you desire to keep it. 	it 

is in my book and I desire to keep it. 

could you read that statement?---Yes. 	(Reading) "James Peter Thomas McMahon 

states:- I am a farmer at Kinglake Nast, employed by my father. 

During the last week in October or the first week in November 

we burnt the scrub on the north-east corner of our property. 

This fire burned through the scrub in the direction of the 

No.3 creek and No.4 creek and the the best of my belief it burnt 

out. 	It may have reached the creek but I have not been down 

to examine that area since then, and can't say whether it do so 

or mot. I did not see any trees smouldering in this area, but 

there could have been without my seeing them, as I did not go 

near them. I know this fire burned as far as the No.3 creek, 

but could not say whether it continued on to the No.2 creek or 

not. There was no danger from the fire at that time and to 

the best of my belief it was out before the fire came through 

on the 1st January, 1939. 	It is possible for a log or tree 

to have been smouldering in that area without my knowledge. 

Signed J. McMahon". 	That statement was taken on the 26th 

January.  

On the same date did you investigate some allegations made at Toolangi to 

the effect that a break had been burnt through somewhere about 

the 8th, 9th or 10th January, and had got away?---I did. 

In that connection did you take a statement from a man named Robert Henderson? 

I did. 
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Have you that statement?---I have. 	It is signed by him (Reading). 

"Robert Henderson states:- I am a farmer and reside at 

Castella. 	On the 8th January, 1939, I was at Toolangi 

just after the local residents started to burn a triangular 

patch of forest on private property running from Denby's 

house to the Toolangi Post Office and to Sewell's house. 

I assisted there with others to burn this patch off. 

The reasons for burning this patch off were to endeavour 

to save the township of Toolangi incase the main fire 

from the Kinglake direction was carried across by a northerly 

wind. William Chivers and I remained on patrol around this 

area on Monday and Tuesday, 9th and 10th January. We were 

watching a burning log and keeping the fire from spreading 

from that logo 	On the 10th January a northerly wind 

carried the main bush fire from the Kinglake direction 

across the back of Sewell's property towards healesvilleo 

It is not correct to say we were burning a break around 

Sewell's property and that it got away from us. The only 

break that was burnt was a triangular patch. This was watched 

and was never out of control. 	It was out by the time the 

main fire came through on the 10th January, 1939. 

Signed ;  R. Henderson". 

Apart from those allegations that were made by you, have you any reason to 

believe that statement is not correct?---I believe this state-

ment is correct and that is what actually happened. 

PAGE 188 FOLLOWS. 
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EXAMINED BY MA. KELSO:  Can you tell us whether you asked 	McMahon 

at what time the fire was observed, the one he described 

as - being on the 1st January?---I am clear on how far it 

was from McMahon's property, but apparently he was quite 

close to it. 	Did he give Ray statement as to when that 

fire originated?---I did obtain a statement from 

James McMahon, the father, which covers that point. 

I have not the original statement here, but a copy of the 

statement is attached to the file. 

THE  COMMISSIONER:  Would you like to look at the file and refresh your 

memory from it?---Y4b. 	I interviewed John Joseph 

McMahon on the 24th January, two days before I interviewed 

his son. 	He stated that he first saw the smoke of a bush 

fire burning in the direction of Andrews' and Brown's 

property on the 30th or 31st of December, but that, at that 

time, it only appeared to be smouldering and he did not take 

particular notice of it. On the 1st of January, when he 

returned home about mid-day, this fire was then burning due 

east of his farm. 	That would be in the direction of No.3 

Mountain Creek, where, I believe, the Kinglake fire origin- 

ated. 	According to McMahon, the fire was then gaining 

ground rapidly and was being carried by a northerly wind 

in the direction of Mount Slide and Toolangi. 	He did not 

know whether the fire was being fought, and he did not 

investigate. 	He said that the same fire was burning during 

the wtiole of the week from the 1st to the 8th of January 

towards Toolangi, and, on the 8th, he saw there was a terrific 

cloud of smoke over Toolangi from the same fire. He does not 

know of any person being in the bush where the fire appeared 

to have started, and he stated he had no knowledge of how 

the fire started. 	fife 8th of January was the day when the 

fire appeared to be at its worst, and it was then burning 
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towards Clenburn, driving towards Toolangi and Castella. 

It was still burning on the 13th of January, but it has 

since burnt out. 

All the words to "burnt out" represent his statement to you?- -Yes. 

EXAMINED BY MR. LAURENCE: In whose company were you when you went to 

No.3 Jiountain Creek to investigate this fire?---Detective 

Craig and John Alexander Blackmore, an employe of the 

Forests Commission. 

Inleply to a question by the Commissioner, you said you formed the 

opinion, and you had advice that the tree which you have 

described to the Commission might possibly have started 

this fire?---That is correct. 

On whose advice do you substantiate your own opinion?---I have discussed 

the matter with Mr. Blackmore, Mr. Thomson, a forestry 

officer, and Senior Constable natter, the Officer in Charge 

of the Healesville Police, who is an experienced bushman. 

I have also discussed it with other bushman. 

Can you tell the Commission what was r. i3lackmore's advice?---To the 

best of my belief, his advice was that, that fire could 

have started from that tree on the bank of No.3 Mountain 

Creek, as I now know it to be 

Did he say that it was probable or highly improbable that it could have 

started there?---No, it was probable and possible. 

That is slightly at variance with the evidence given by that witness. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Yes, but I do not know to whose discredit that is, yet. 

I think Mr. Blackmore has also departed from other state- 

ments he previously made. 

MR. LAgRENCE: (To Ifitness) Did you show Mr. Blackmore this particular 

tree?---As far as I know, it was shown to him by Detective 

Craig, but I would not swear to that. 	ie spent two days 

in the area, breaking through the bush. 	The tree was 

mentioned on both days, and the possibility of that fire 
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being caused by that tree was discussed at length. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Did you hear anybody suggest that that fire started 

at Jest's bridge?---No. 

Did Blackmore ever suggest that to you?---No. 	There was a fire burning 

at dest's bridge; we investigated it, interviewed Mrs. west 

and another lady, and that fire nad no connection with this one 

at Glenburn. 

That is in the close vicinity, is it not?---es. 

MA. LABENCE:  You had apparently shut out from your mind all possibility 

of that fire having been lit, either negligently, deliberately, 

or by the carelessness of any person?---No. 	Our investigations 

were an endeavour to trace the possibility of any person having 

lit that fire in any of the ways you mention, but we could not 

find evidence to support any of those ways. 	The only evidence 

we could find seemed to support the way I have already described. 

But still the lack of evidence does not necessarily remove the possibility?--- 

No. 

TH'] COMMISSIONER: Did you carry out lengthy investigations in this 

district?--e did. 	Jo stayed here for four days, I think. 

On reflection, I think one of my questions about '.rest's bridge and No.3 

Mountain Creek was misconceived. 	Did it appear to you, or 

did you discover anybody during your investigations who seemed 

to consider it his duty to extinguish any fire that might be 

burning in the vicinity on unoccupied or Crown lands?---No. 

Or any body of persons who considered it to be their duty?---No. 

Did you make inquiries on the subject, or gather any impressions about it?--- 

One impression was gained from a Country Roads Board patrol 

officer. 	He said that he knew the fire was being fought 

by the late Mr. Denby and Forest Commission officers, 

therefore, he did not worry any further about it. 
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Take the case of a fire that has not become pressingly dangerous but is 

burning some distance from habitations in the hills either on 

Crown or private land. 	Did you discover anybody who thought 

that it was his duty to go out and combat that fire to help get 

it under control during good weather and before the danger 

became apparentl---The only experience I had of that was a fire 

was started in the Rubicon, and, on that occasion, a team of 

cricketers were playing at the Thornton oval. They saw light-

ing strike a tree on the north end of the blue range, and they 

sent one of the team away to notify the forest Officer. They 

thought sufficient of it to immediately telephone the Forest 

Officer. 	I have not found evidence of persons being will- 

ine: to go out and fight a fire unless property was endangered 

and they were called on by a responsible authority. 

As far as you could make out, who was the responsible authority in this 

district?----Although I was stationed i4 this district, the 

inquiries here were of a minute nature, because the fire 

originated from Kinglake. 

Jho is the person in the area from Healesville to Kinglake whom you 

would consider the responsible authority?---The Forest Officers. 

That is the popular idea, is it?---Yes. 

;3ven though a fire is not on forest land, people expect the forest 

officers to go out and fight it?---Yes, people expect the 

forest officers to go out and fight fire, even on private 

property. That has been my impressiun from inquiries 

have made. 

It seems to be a curious instance of leaning rather heavily on a public 

department?---That is so. 	Generally on private property 

they have forest officers who are ready to protect their 

property. 
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They regard the forest officers as the local bushfire brigade?---Exactly. 

There is no local bushfire brigade in Healesville?---No. 

Mii.GOWANS: You said that you made investigations in connection with a 

fire that originated about 'est's bridge. 	What inquiries 

did you make?--=ale interviewed residents in the vicinity 

and found that that fire actually was out - definitely out - 

before the Kinglake fire started, and did not reach any-

where in the vicinity of where the Kinglake fire started, 

according to information we gathered. 

It has been stated in evidence that a fire started in the vicinity of 

Jest's bridge somewhere about the 8th of January, which is 

seven days after the Kinglake fire was seen. Did you hear 

anything of such a fire in the vicinity of West's bridge 

on or about the 8th of January?---No, but I believe the 

Kinglake fire burned down towards Glenburn and back towards 

Toolangi. 

You are basing that belief on a statement given to you by a man named 

Murphy?---Not only on that statement, but there are a 

number of statements attached to the file which corroborate 

that statement of Lurphy's. A man named Courtney, a farm 

labourer, stated - "I was working on my brother's farm at 

Kinglake Last during the week ending 31/12/38, and during 

that week there were no bushfires visible from our farm. 

On the morning of the 1/1/39. at about 11 a.m. I was 

working on the farm property, when I saw the smoke of a 

bushfire about three miles away in a north easterly 

direction from the farm. 	A northerly wind was blowing at 

that time, and it carried the fire up to 'Mount Slide. 

I did not see whether this fire went towards Toolangi or 

not. On 0/39, the wind changed to a southerly, and the 

fire was then carried back in the direction of Glenburn. 

On the following day it was carried towards Yea. I have 
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no knowledge of how this fire started. 	dhen I first saw 

the fire, it was in the direction of McMahon's property". 

That statement is consistent with the possibility of another fire 

starting somewhere in the vicinity of 'Jest's bridge and 

meeting the main fire coming from the Kinglake direction?---

It is consistent with that, except that he says the fire 

was carried in that direction. 	That could have linked up 

with another fire. 

I direct your attention to the fact that evidence has been given by 

forest officers who are of the opinion that a fire did 

start in the vicinity of West's bridge about the 8th of 

January, quite independently of the Kinglake fire?---I have 

no evidence of that myself, and I was not informed of that 

in the inquiries I made. 

You do not know of any such fire, although you made inquiries in the 

vicinity of Jest's bridge?---I think a woman named West 

lives there. 	I au not certain of the names, but I have 

records of them in notebooks which I have not brought with 

me* 

Those inquiries are not recorded in the file I produce?---No, because they 

are not connected. We interviewed numerous people from 

whom statements were not obtained, and they are not 

mentioned in the file. 	There are other statements 

relating to other fires. 

M. KRIZO: What did you find out about the fire at -est's 'bridge? 

Did you find when it occurred, how long it burned, and when 

it ias alleged to oe out?---I cannot tell you that from 

memory. 

Would it be a month before the lst of January? Have you any idea about 

It?---No, it was definitely unconnected and, therefore, we 

did not pursue inquiries with regard to ite 

You formed the idea that they were not connected?---Yes. 

MR. GUIANS: The witness has information in connection with other fires 
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that are totally unrelated to this area and I do not think 

he should give evidence about them at this stage. 

THE COMMISSION2R: Very wall, the witness can leave. 

11IE ITir&S 

STEWART BRAIDWOOD MOILS, Sworn and Examined. 

MR. 041IMNS: Your name is Stewart Braidwood Ilowle, you reside in Healesville, 

and are a member of the Healesville Shire Council. I under-

stand you have resided here for some time?---Yes, I have resided 

permanently in Healesville for the last eight years. I have 

had some experience in connection with bushfire fighting. 

Were you in the vicinity of Castella on the 4th of January?---Yes. 

I had afternoon tea on the bridge over the Yea river adjacent 

to Mr. E. H. Olsen's property. That is known to us as 

Olsen's road, branching off opposite the Castella Post Office 

and going to Campbell's Creek. I observed a fire on the west 

side of Mr. Olsen's property. 	It was a quiet day, the fire 

was burning quietly, an4 in my opinion, the fire I saw at that 

spot could have been stopped. 

Did you see anybody trying to stop it?---I did not go up to the place, 

because after that we went along the Castella-Yea road. 

Can you tell us the vicinity of that fire in relation to West's bridge?---

There are several bridges there and I should like to know 

where West's bridge is situated. 	We crossed several bridges 

against which fires were burning. A man named Alderson has 

something to do with one of the farms in the Campbell's 

Creek district* 	Then we left that area we came back to 

the main Mount Slide road and there was a fire burning 

against another bridge close to Mrs. Alderson's property. 

7,n that property I saw several bicycles and motor cars, and I 

concluded that the fire fighters - possibly the late 

. Denby and his assistants - had stored their bicycles and 
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cars at that property and were working against the fire. It 

appeared to me that there was a gap between the fire at Olsen's 

property and the one behind Alderson's. 

So far as you could see, they seemed to be two separate fires?---Yes, 

unless the fire behind Olsen's was a continuation of the 

fire the men were fighting behind Alderson's property. 

Alderson's property is a small farmlet, and to the west of 

the property there is an old saw pit. 	That sawdust was 

on fire and it had also burnt out a small bridge on that 

road. 

How far down the Castella road from the Mount Slide junction would that 

be?---To the principal bridge over the Yea River, it would 

be about three-quarters-of-a-mile or a mile. 

Whatvias the distance between the two fires?---There was a fair amount 

of bush and hill country in between them. 	I should like to 

know whether the fire behind Olsen's property, that was 

burning to the northwest, was being attended to 

I understand West's bridge is five or six miles from the petrol station 

at the i.ount Slide junction, so apparently the fires you 

mentioned would not be in the vicinity of.,`gist's bridge, 

which is on the Yea road, not the Mount Slide road?--- 

f.ere is a bridge close to the shire boundary - Gordon's 

bridge, and then I heard that Bentley's place had been burnt 

out, a property that had been occupied by Mrs.Alderson as 

a cow paddock. 

THE COMISSIONER: The fires you mentioned were about one mile down 

from the .iount Slide service station?---01sen's fire was 

burning towards Toolangi, and a south west wind would 

bring it towards Toolangi. 

You saw two fires in that position and possibly you would like the 

locality of those fires fixed by persons who know the 

district. 

GOIANS: I shall endeavour to fix them when the witness has given 
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his evidence. 

THE COMMISSIONER:  Mr. Blackmore, do youknow the locality to which the 

witness is referring? 

MR. BLACKMORE: 	Yes. The bicycles and motor cars referred to by the 

witness belong to Forests Commission employees. They 

were left there so that they would be safe. The fire 

at the back of Olsen's property worked around the back 

of the hill over Aldersonls block into Olsen's block. 

THE COMMISSIONER:  For the purpose of clarification, whereabouts are the 

blocks referred to? 

MR. BLACK M: 	They are on the Castella-Yea road, but that is not the 

track going to ]estis bridge. The fire was on private 

property, near the boundary of the State forest. 

MR. GOWANS: (To Witness): Is there any other comment you desire to make 

about this fire?---Yes, the day was calm, and had the 

Forests Commission made extra men available, it is 

possible that the fire at that spot could have been 

stopped 

THE COMMISSIONER: Can you tell the Commission what attempts have been 

made in the Healesville district relative to the formation 

of a bush fire brigade?---About twelve months ago I was 

president of the Shire of Healesville. It was brought up 

at the council meeting that a public meeting should be 

called for the purpose of forming a bush fire brigade in 

Healesville. That suggestion came from a councillor, who 

considered that it would be a nice gesture if we should 

invite the late Mr. Denby and Mr. Ure, Forests Officer from 

Taggerty, to address that public meeting, and to give the 

meeting the benefit of their knowledge on the subject. 

The Shire Secretary called a public meeting in the proper 

manner, advertised it, and, on the night of the meeting, the 

only persons who attended were Mr. Ure, who came all the way 

from Taggerty with a friend of his from the Department, the 

Shire Secretary, and myself. de were the only persons 

present. Not even the mover and seconder of the resolution 
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in the council attended. 	That was the only effort made to 

form a bush fire brigade in Y_ealeaville, and that is as far as 

we got. 

Now that disaster has overtaken you here, has any further attempt been 

made?---No. 

(Continued on Page 197). 
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THE COMMISSIONER: It will be safe for a year or two now?---I think 

the general thought - I have heard it here and there - 

is that there is nothing more to burn in Healesville ) 

 but I can assure you that there are some places here to 

be burnt. I saw the fire on the Tuesday. I saw two 

houses go from right opposite the Metropolitan Board's 

area and I do not want to see another day similar to 

that Tuesday. 	It was terrific. 	I have watched the 

Metropolitan Board area from my residence. Sone few 

years ago I saw a fire start up in the Spur direction. 

Ries possibly about 4 a.m. and I saw fit to ring 

Jr. Hunt, officer in charge of the Healesville division 

of the Metropolitan Board's area. 	That fire was in 

hand somewhere about 6 or 7 o'clock in the morning. 

Apparently Mr. Hunt acted promotly?---Yes. I want to give credit where 

it is due, and not to find fault. 	I received a very 

nice letter from the Melbourne & Metropolitan Board for 

my prompt action in taking the initiative step and 

acquainting their representative so early in the morning. 

It was somewaere about 4 or 5 o'clock. 

4as it a summer or a winter morning?---It would be a summer morning. 

It was a good morning for a fire. I think they had it 

in hand about 6 o'clock in the morning. 	That was about 

ten miles from Healesville. 

hen a fire is discerned burning on Crown Lands where apparently nobody is 

in possession, lands that are not in the Board of Works 

or the Forests Commission's areas, what is done about 

it?---It is nobody's job until it mites towards your 

own door. 

Then you fight for your own?---There is nobody concerned to go out and 

try to stop it. 	That is my opinion from my observation. 

Your effort to have a bush fire brigade formed was in order 
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to stop the danger before it became too bad?---'es. A 

fews years ago we had a severe bush fire on the Don road 

making- towards the Sanctuary. 	I was in the company of 

one of our councillors and we decided to send for all the 

Council men irres)ective of whether they were engaged on 

Municipal work or otherwise. 1e got out trucks to pick 

up men from the quarries. Another truck was sent to 

Myer's Creek road to bring other men off the road. That 

miht be two or three years ago. 	Councillor Jawborn 

can bear me out. 

as that action successful?---It was successful. -Ze got the fire 

out. It was hard work. Its due to the initiative 

move that I made. 

Perhaps they will listen to you at last; you have not been success-

ful so far?---Ao. 

MR. CTOWANS: Have you any opinion to express as to what saved 'Isaias-

ville when the fire was threatening it?---From my obser-

vation from my own place that fire came down through 

Donnelly's Ieir from the Myer's Creek direction along the 

forest through Mr. John Connell's forest, straight across 

the front of the wall of the dam and was making to 

Mt. Riddell, just at the outlet of the dam, after it 

burned out an unoccupied house, a southerly wird blew it 

back towards c+racedale. Then it found its way towards 

the aenburn area. A southerly wind kept it from coming 

towards the nearer houses at the too. 

Does the same thing apply to the approach of the fire down Chum Creek 

way?---I understand it broke off from that locality. 

came from Toolangi and broke away. 

It came very close to Healesville?---On other occasions it cane on 

top of the hill there, not very far from the town. That 

was on the following Friday. 

,as there any organisation of preventive measures on the day that it 
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threatened Healesville2---In regard to fire organisation, 

I would say that there was really no organisation. 

Was there no co-ordination of preventive methods at all?---There could 

not be under the circumstances. 

4hy do you say "Under the circumstances"?---I was at my own place but 

I am told that the men came from town. A lot of men congregated 

at the police station. The men from the City came up fully 

prepared to work. 	Perhaps they had no knowledge of the bush 

or the district, and I would say now that it would have been 

better for persons operating on that day to have known the 

district very well* 	I indicate to you gentlemen that one 

organisation at a time like that is very necessary. 

THE COUMISSIONER:  Itiae the town full of smoke on that day?---Yes, it 

was a shocking day. 

You would want a man who knew the district inside out to direct the men 

who knew the district inside out,to follow the directions?--Yes. 

MR. GOWANS:  Apart from the officers of the Forests Commission and the 

Melbourne Board of Works directing their gangs, there was nobody 

taking charge of operations?---I would say no. 

Did the Council take any steps?---Not to my knowledge. Even the Shire 

Secretary would be helping. 	I was at home* 	There is only 

my wife there and I had to protect my home because in 1927 three 

houses were burnt out at the rear of our hill. 

THE COMMISSIONER:  Do you think anything can be done on a day like that 

once the fire is on you, or do you think that the proper 

preventive measures should be taken. inadvance before the danger 

arises?---I would say yes. 

Do you think that on a day such as you experienced here, once the 

town is full of smoke and the fire is bearing down on you, any-

thing can be done by man in a preventive way. That is, with 

very high temperatures and a terrific wind behind the fire? 
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The wind I saw would be impossible to stop on that day. 

Would that lead to the conclusion that the way to fight it was to 

fight it some time in advance?---You mean by taking 

measures to try and prevent the fires. 

Yes, if you can think of any effective measures. 

MR. GUAM: You told His Honor that you thought nobody would be able 

to stem a fire like that in those circumstances?- -Yes. 

Would that apply equally in the forest areas and in the cleared 

areas around the town?---On that particular day and at 

that particular hour it would be impossible to stop it 

unless measures were taken where water was available. 

It will be necessary to have water in the vicinity as by 

the pipes known as dam pipes and hoses. 

Even assuming it was impossible to do anything in the forest areas 

on a day and in circumstances like that, would it have 

been possible if there had been adequate control to take 

effective measures in the cleared areas in the immediate 

vicinity of the town?---Referring to the remark made 

yesterday about raking up debris amongst the forests ?  

I think that would be impossiblee 

On the day in question would co-ordination of defence measures have 

helped in the cleared areas around the town?---It did 

not really go to the cleared areas; it went through the 

forest. 

It did not get into any of the cleared areas?---A paddock or two up 

on the hill were burnt. 

Do you require any central organisation in the town?---I would say 

that an organisation is necessary here for the purpose 

of protecting ourselves and protecting other people's 

property, even if it is not to help the Forests 

Commission or the Zetropolitan i3oard in their work. Fie have 
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plenty of water in our water services and we could make 

concrete use of it. 

THE COMMISSIONER: That is for the protection of the town?---It was 

said yesterday that we had roads in the Toolanai district 

where the fires could be intercepted, but those roads 

are on plans only, and if you tried to traverse them you 

would find nothing but trees and scrub on the land. 

That is from my knowledge of the Toolangi district. 

I also sum;est that it lhould be a good idea to place 

indicators in the fire breaks in the forest areas, more 

especially at the junction with the metal roads, naming 

the breaks No.1 break and so on, and giving particulars 

of how to lead out in case the men were trapped in any 

of the breaks. 	If the notices were placed there, in 

a time of excitement when everybody was confused, a man 

would be able to read where he should make for, 

Do you consider that the present fire breaks are wide enough?---I 

would say definitely, no. 

That purpose were you thinking of in connection with the use of these 

breaks when you said they were not wide enough?---The fire 

would simply leap from tree to treed 	If the break were 

only one chain wide it would jump across it 

You appreciate that breaks are used, not for the purpose of stemming 

the fires, but to form a jumping off ground for burning 

back into it?---Yese 

Do you think they would be wide enough for that purpose?---I would 

be inclined to make them twice the width. 

It would be much more costlye 	You think it would be worth while-- 

So long as the Forestry Commission do not want to sacrifice 

too many of their treese 

If the breaks were twice as wide, do you think they would provide an 

effective break against fires?----They would be more 

help in the forests than they are today when there is 
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only a narrow pathway. 

Have you seen any of the fire breaks in this area?---I know of a few 

in the Toolangi district. 	They are always kept clean* 

I will say that the district was always well organised. 

:r. Denby was a man who gave his life to his job. 

Do you think there were sufficient fire breaks in this area?---I could 

not give you that information. 	I have just observed 

those breaks as I have travelled about. Where the fire 

breaks crossed any creeks or rivers in going north, I 

think it would be a wonderful help if the water could 

be dammed back so that if a fire approached the men could 

take in portable pumps and long lengths of hose to damp 

the ground and try and stem the fire altogether if 

possible. 

You simply put that forward as a suggestion?---Yes, if it is possible 

to simply dam back the water in those different breaks. 

THE COMMISSIONER: It might want miles of hose in some places?'

Perhaps it would be cheaper to buy a mile of hose than 

to lose the forest. 	I know that it does not seem 

feasible. 

I am not thinking of the expense at the moment. 	It is a question of 

getting a team of men to uAnipulate the coil of miles of 

hose. I should think it would be very difficult. 

MR. GOWANS: It would assist the use of haversack tanks?---Yes. 

They are good. You cannot beat the water, even the 

garden syringe and a bucket of water, if a fire is 

approaching your place. 

Have you anything to say as to whether the Forests Commission has 

a sufficient number of men at its disposal in this area 

for the purpose of spotting and fighting fires?--- 

I am not in a position to know how many men they employ 

permanently, but I suggest that the officer in charge of 

the district should be empowered to put on more men in 

an emergency such as the last fire. 

If a.  t41-' 
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THE COMMISSIONER:  You mean to put them on a paid basis as employees, 

not merely to call for volunteers?---That is right. 

MR. GOWANS:  You mean preferably experienced men in the neighbourhood?---

Yea; I think he should have the right to do these things 

without reference to head quarters. 	The President of this 

Shire has the right to spend £50 or £100 without even con-

sulting his councillors. 

I suppose the Forests Commission does co-opt experienced men in the 

neighbourhood?---Yes. 	In the Toolangi district they are 

all experienced bushman from what I know of them. 	They 

are men born and bred in the locality from what I under- 

stand. 	Those represent the majority of the men employed. 

MR. LAWRENCE: Were you present yesterday when witnesses gave evidence?--- 

Yes. 

Your referred during your evidence this morning to a reference made 

yesterday to roads in the Toolangi area?---Yes. 

Do you think it possible that the witness who gave that evidence in 

using the term "roads" could possibly have been referring 

to forest tracks, which would be roads in his mind?--- 

Possibly he would be referring to one or two. 	That 

was known as Olsen's road 	Then, coming towards 

Toolangi there is another one which goes towards Shippe's 

property. They are not very wide. They are Municipal roads. 

They are negotiable tracks?---Yes, but I am afraid they would be very 

narrow in cases of fire. 

Nith reference to your statement concerning the width of fire breaks, you 

think they could reasonably be twice the width that they 

are at present?---Yes. 

Why do you specify twice the width?---On observance. 	 !7;0 

It is purely a matter of opinion%---Yes, it is only my opinion. 

They could perhaps be even three times the width?---Yes. 

Or they could be even ten times the width?---No, I would not say ten times 

the width because you would lose all your forest if you did that. 
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What actuated your mind in saying that the breaks should be just twice 

the width. Can you inform the Commission why you think 

the present width is inefficient, and why just twice the 

present width would be entirely efficient?---I have 

observed the Mountain Ash trees growing on the lines of 

the clearaW. 	If those trees catch fire, it is possible 

for them to fall down and extend very close to the other 

side of the clearing. That is my opinion. It is just 

observation as I go along. 	Once those trees fall 

down they have only to hit the other side and the fire 

goes through. 

Your statement is based purely on observation and not on actual ex-

perience of forests?---No, not on actual experience of 

forests and not onEntual evidence. 

Your Honor, by leave, I would like to make a statement at the conclusion 

of this witness's evidences 

THE COMMISSIONER:  The proper way to make a statement is to make it 

from the witness box. That sort of statement do you 

wish to make. 

MR. LAJRENCE:  It is a statement with regard to the organisation during 

the disastrous stage to which the witness has referred° 

It would indicate the power of our officers to employ men. 

If you desire sworn evidence, I prefer to call that in 

Melbourne. Meanwhile, I can only make a statement. 

MR. SOWS:  No doubt there will be a number of sem-criticisms in 

reference to the Forests Commission, or suggestions as to 

the betterment of their organisation, by other persons 

in this inquiry. 

THE COMMISSIONER:  At the moment you are not referring to yourself or 

myself?---No. 

MR. GO -:TANS: No, to statements by other persons. 	If after each of 
s 

these witnesses ha's,  given evidence somebody is to be 

called to rebut criticism or answer suggestions,obviously 
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it will practically double the work. 

THE COMMISSIONER:  Yes. I think it will be better for Mr. Lawrence 

to take what we call the right path. 	Mr. Lawrence, when 

you have gathered up all of these statements that your 

regard as criticisms - that is, if you take them seriously, 

or if you think I am taking them seriously - you can call 

evidence to rebut them with proper orderly cross-examination 

I know the anxiety that an advocate feels to rebut a thing 

at once, but it is best in the long run to proceed in 

accordance with the well established order of objecting 

to these matters. You will have ample opportunity of 

calling relevant witnesses before me. No one will be 

stopped or cut short. 

MR. LAWRENCE:  Very well, we will do that 

THE 1 1TNESS 11THDREW. 

WILLIAM JAMES DAWBORN,  sworn and examined: 

TO :AR. GOWANS:  My name is William James Dawborn and I reside in 

Healeeville. 	I am the Chairman of the Committee of 

Management of the Colin Mackenzie Sanctuary. I have 

occupied that position for about two years. 

I understand that it is the view of that Committee that there is one 

source of danger from bush fires to the Sanctuary, and 

you desire to express your views about it to the Comm-

ission?---Yes. 	The particular area that we are afraid 

of adjoins the Sanctuary. 

THE COMMISSIONER:  That is the area to which Mr. Field referred yester-

day?---I was not present and therefore did not hear him. 

There is a portion of country on the Dairy road that is 

not controlled by us. 	It is controlled by the 

Aborigines Board. 	That adjoins the Sanctuary and we 

feel that it is the danger point. 	It is in a rough 

state. I generally take a trip around the Sanctuary as 

often as I can. Last Sunday week I went around looking for 
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campers. 	There is a spot for them on the Badger creek 

at the bridge. 	It is a beautiful spot. Two people were 

there, having a camp quite innocently on Sunday afternoon 

with fires. 

MR. GOWANS:  What date was this?---It was last Sunday week, the 29th 

January. 	I am only speaking from memory. These people 

innocently lit a fire on the side of the creek which they 

would think was perfectly safe. 	I stopped a couple of 

times, walked back quietly and said "There is an awful 

danger of bush fires. Will you please be very careful 

to put that fire out the moment your billy boils. If a 

policeman had come along you would very likely have been 

prosecuted* I am the Chairman of the Sanctuary Committee 

and the Sanctuary adjoins this property. 	We are frighten- 

ed of a spark". They were really decent. I watched for 

a little while and I saw them take all precautions immed-

iately to put the fire out. 	I cam back afterwards and 

saw that there was no trace of fire. I was quite relieved. 

That is one danger thatws are up against. That area is up 

in front of us. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Had they stopped in any camping area?---No, it was 

just on the roadside. 

How did they build their fire, with rocks?---No, just on the ground* 

It is very likely that you could see the marks there now. 

MR. GOWANS:  That is where Coranderrk road crosses the Badger Creek?---

Yea, it is fairly open and under ordinary circumstances 

there is no danger; but theWay things have been lately 

we are frightened of anything* You can quite understand 

our feelings. The same thing happened on the other side 

of the Sanctuary. 	That is on the other bend of the 

Badger Creek which comes right to the Sanctuary. Mr.Fleay 

keeps a very close eye on them. 	The biggest danger is 

that particular reserve because it is in a rough state* 

We control over 78 acres but there is an area of about 300 
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acres in the same paddock you might say that is not 

controlled by us. 

Who is it controlled by?---The Aborigines Board. 	I suppose it is 

their property. They claim it. 	We say that is the 

danger point and we have no control over it. We have 

been taking all sorts of precautions in our own area. 

Unfortunately for us we had twoscares last year because 

two small  fires broke out which we believe were deliber-

ately set. We could not prove anything, but it made us 

feel very nervous. The Sanctuary is a wonderful place. 

THE COMMISSIONER:  Did the fire break out inside your territory?---Yes. 

(Page 207 follows.) 
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This season we have been taking all sorts of precautions. We have 

had men on making a very wide break. 	It was really due to Mr.Fleay. 

He said "Put a break right around this Sanctuary and it is certain 

safeguard". 	On top of that we have taken all sorts of other 

precautions. We are also fortunate in having a water main on the 

top side of the Sanctuary, coming from the Badger Creek. There is a 

fire plug on the top side of the Sanctuary, and there is one on the 

bottom side. We have gone to the expense this year of putting in 

two new fire plugs further up the road towards the Sanctuary. During 

the bush fire period word was sent to Melbourne that the Sanctuary 

was in danger, and immediately - I do not wish to mention names - the 

gentleman in Melbourne who was 1 phoned got in touch with the Melbourne 

Fire Brigade. They immediately sent us up large quantities of hose 

and a hydrant. S then arranged with the local Fire Brigade to send 

out a man who knew how to work it. Theysant the man out and also sent 

a long length of hose on the old reel and another hydrant from the 

Healesville Fire Station. 

M. GOWANS: You are fortunate in having a main on the Sanctuary?---Yes. 

Everybody is not as fortunate as that?---No. 	We are fortunate that we have this 

main practically all around the Sanctuary. We have improved our own 

service inside the Sanctuary as well. We have a friend who has given 

us some money and he has told us we can use it to try and save the 

place from catching on fire. We are putting a bigger pipe into the 

Sanctuary. It will only be a service pipe but it will make a big 

difference to the fire-fighting arrangements. 

That would be of great interest to the people in Healesville and the people of 

Victoria, but perhaps it will not assist the Commission in coming to 

a conclusion how to deal with bush fires in Victoria?---That is so. 

Have you ever made any representations to the Aborigines Board in regard to this 

area which you believe is a source of danger?---Yes. 

With what result?---We nearly got it at times, but there has always been something 

happening and we have not got it. 

THE 0011aSSIONER: You want to get the land from them?---Yes. 
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Apart from getting the land from them, have you suggested it should be put 

into a safer condition?---No, we have not done that. 	We have 

made no comment of anything of that sort. 

MR. GOWANS:  If you regard it as a source of danger, why do you not ask them 

to treat it so that it will not be a source of danger?---Ate will very 

likely do it now, but it did not seem such a source of danger before. 

With regard to the other areas you spoke of, are there any authorities you can 

approach to put them in order?---There is only one area. The 

Coranderrk area is the only one that is a source of danger. 	It 

really adjoins our property. 	There is onity a wire-netting fence 

in between us. 

There is no unoccupied Crown Lands around you that are a source of danger?---No. 

MR. HARDY: The area of which the Council is the Committee of Management, the 

Sanctuary of 78 acres, and the forest land adjoining are both remnants 

of the old Coranderrk Reserve?---Yes. 

Most of the land to the west of that has been more or less cleared for grazing?--- 

Yes. 

And the portion, 370 acres or thereabouts adjoining you, is a Forestry block that 

has not been cleared or improvedin any way?---No. 

There are roads all round the Sanctuary and the scrub land adjoining?---Yes. 

The north road along the north boundary of the Sanctuary, which is also the . 

north boundary of the forest land, is not a sufficient break to stop 

fires coming from the wooded settlement along the north?---No, it would 

not be. 

Between the Sanctuary area of 78 acres and the area of 370 odd acres to the west, 

with the exception of your own fire breaks on your western boundary, there 

is no provision made by the occupiers, the Government or anybody else to 

protect your area?---No, nothing has been done. 

The area which you have as a sanctuary must necessarily be kept wooded for Koalas 

and other nocturnal animals which make their home in the hollows of the 

trees?---Yes. 

And for the birds who have their homes in the Sanctuary there must necessarily be 

forest scrub as well?---Yes. 

The most clearing you can do is to make fire breaks and that sort of thing to 

protect the Sanctuary. 	That is necessarily limited because you must 

have a certain area scrub covered?---Yes. 
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If the fires come in to the forest land to the west of you with a north wind 

blowing, the wind turned easterly, what provision is there for the 
fire 

safety of th Sanctuary?---There are only our own, fighting arrangements* 

There is nothing else to help us. 

There would only be the lessee who occupies the block?---Yes, but he has 

nothing. 

You would not be authorised to go in there to put in a fire break to protect 

yourselves?---We are not allowed to take a stick off that property let 

alone make a fire break. 

It is a question of an improved pooerty on the west. There is danger from a 

fire travelling through that?---Certainly. 

If there was a fire you would then go over the fire and help extinguish it?--- 

Yes, we have helped on every possible occasion that sere could. 

There is no Bush Fire Brigade in Healesville to go to your assistance?---I 

would like to say that the volunteer fire brigade has been out the 

Sanctuary once or twice and has done a lot of good service for us. 

However, that is not their job. 

If this area were over added to the Sanctuary for its protection, do you think 

the Committee could take steps to protect the Sanctuary from it?---If we 

had control of it we would certainly make an effort to clear it up a little 

between the main place of our Sanctuary and this other place; but we could 

not do much without a lot of money. 	Ie have a fair staff at times and 

those men are always available to go away and fight a fire when hear use 

Without any control over the area, without any title at all, you would be in 

danger as the Forests Commission might make the area available for 

settlement?---Yes. 

And your labour would then be lost?---Yes. 

What could be done with that area if it were added to the Sanctuary as a protection 

to the Sanctuary. What use could be made in extending the work of the 

Sanctuary as much?---We would use one section especially for the Koalas* 

Mere is an area of about 30 acres that we have spoken about for a loni, 

time, but we have not been able to. secure it. 	On the other side we 

would put a big paddock for kangaroos and emus. We have about 12 emus 

there now. 
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It would be dangerous to have them there in its present condition?---It 

certainly would be very dangerous. 

Have you any knowledge of the mount of stock grazed on that?---I do not 

think they put many in; it is too rough to take many* I should 

think about 20 to 30 is as many as they could put on 

Supposing the people who occupied it now under a grazing lease protested 

against the addition to the Sanctuary as it meant loss of revenue, 

would that revenue, in your estimation, be such that it would make 

it prohibitive for the Committee to pay a like sum to get the area 

for protection?---My own idea about the value of that property as a 

grazing area is that it is not worth more then 210 to 220; 220 at 

the outsides 

If it were added to the Sanctuary it would not result in a great loss of 

revenue?---No. 

THE WITNESS 71ITHDREW0 

THE COMMISSIONER:  The Commission will now adjourn and resume at 2 p.m. 
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UPON USUMING, 

JAWS HOLLOW; Sworn and iLxamined. 

MR. GMANS:  Arhat is your full name , ---James hollow and I am an employee of 

the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of :'forks. 	I am employed 

as Leading Maintenance Labourer. duties are to petrol the 

road from Gracemont to the top of the Spur, also to out tracks 

through the bush for tourists, and patrol the bush at different 

times. I also keep a lookout for bush fires. 

Ithen aid you first see fires in the vicinity of your area in the early part 

of January?---I as not in the vicinity in the early part; but 

going to work I think it was on:ridgy or Saturday, I saw smoke 

over towards Toolangi. 

that Friday or daturday would that be?---That would be the Friday before the 

big fire went through on Tuesday-  the 10th. 

The Yriday would be the 6th of January?---Yes, it would be about the 8th of 

January. 

Ate that the first occasion on which you saw any signs of fires coming in the 

direction of healesville---Yes. 

there did you see that rtaoke?---Towards 2oolangi. 

A few daysiater, did you see smoke over to the east, over to theSpur?---Yee, 

that was on onday morning the Ah. 

Ad you ascertain that that fire in that direction was already in the Acheron 

ay?---Yes. 

From about that time did you also see smoke coming from the Mount Honda 

direction?--That was on dunday the 6th January. I worked on that 

dunday and I saw smoke rising. It was going backwards and forwards 

to the Forestry Plantation on dunday the 8th. 

Ad you report the smoke you saw?---I always report to kr. Hunt when I see any 

in enclosures. 

:hen as  -as it the fire reached your area - the Board of Jorks area?---I could not 

say that definitely, but on the Monday night $fir. Hunt came round 

and told me he had word from the Torestry officers to give them a 

hand, and to be at his place at 7 o'clock. He came around at 

7 o'clock on Tuesday the 10th and we went to the Narbethong Plantation. 

e went a fair distance along the road aiid saw that the fire had been 

through there. 



and up towards .4ount 'eenda. 	They had a break through, but were 

just watching the fire. es took up about 6 or 7 men. 

!hen you say "watching the fires", did you take any step to control them? -- 

;4 eo, they had a break through and we just patrolled along the t 4 k 

and came back to where the fire was. 

how wide was that break?---it rzieht have boen 12 or 14 feet, or it may bee* 

been 20 feet. 

You patrolled along that break?---Yes. The fire was comine towards it, 

burning against the wind. The wind sprang up about 12 o'clock. 

I went back to the end of the break. There is another break 

which goes straight up and down. 	I went away and got all the 

een together and got them out as it was not safe. 	a came out 

and had our lunch at the camp and we were picked up by Mr.Hunt. 

chat was the condition of the floor of these breaks you speak off?---They were 

all good and regular - clean. 	They were just put through. 

are they put through the Board of :corks area?---No, there is a break up on 

qt. St. Leonard. 

Is that a Board of Jerks break?---Yes. 

jhat about this break that runs up and down et. eonda?---That was the other 

Side of count 	on the forestry lantation. 

I understand you came back and found your way to Fernshaw?---Yes. 

You stopped there protecting the bridee?---:Lxactly. 

hat was the condition of the Door of the forest in the iourd of ,forks areaT--- 

It was very good for a virgin forest. I say the floor was in 

exceptionally good order. 

)o you know of your own experience, what steps, if any, are taken to keep the 

floor of that forest clear?---There are no steps taken to keep it 

clear. It is natural for the floor of the forest to be covered 

with bark and leaves. You could put it down to not much at ell. 

as there any scrub at all in the areas you passed through?---No, there was note 

There were some small trees, hazel and blanketwood, but you could 

not call them scrub. 	They are small trees and are not put down 

as scrub. 

The fire burnt right through the laroondah Dam end right across the top?---Yes. 

I left Fernehae at half past seven when everything WAS safe. 
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All that you have been telling the Commission about happened on Tuesday the 

10th. 	:as faealesville being threatened on that day?---ThatI 

could not say. 	e one could see how far the fire was away until 

it was right on you. 

Did your travels on that day take you to the vicinity of Donnelly's 

Not on that day. 

Have you been there?--- i have not been there for yearo. 

THE ITAWS IITHDREW. 

21151.4113MERIG% MCBAIN. dworn and L]xamined. 

MR. ap ANS: 4hat is your name?---Charles Frederick MoBain. 

You are the caretaker at the aroondah Dam, and you are in the employ of the 

.Nelbourn.e and Aetropolitan Board of -orks?---That is right. My 

duties are to regulate the discharge of the water, to patrol the 

channels and reserves and to keep a continuous lookout for fires. 

„hat was the first date in ember or January you saw any signs of fires in 

the vicinity of i- ealesville - in the vicinity of your an area - 

1e first fire as in London's Cully. 

Can you tell rue when that was?---at 8.30 p.m. Ur. Hunt told me about it. 

liat was the date?--- can friday the 10th receruber I think. 

London's gully is in the vicinity of aor elly's aeirT---it is divided. 	Aiapur 

divides the two, and it lies roughly between the Oaroondah Dam and 

the ".dyer's Greek Road. 

`Ad you see the fire yourself or did you hear about it?---1 had a couple of 

hours off that night, and 4r. Hunt rang me and told me about it. 

I came out from this hell and saw it myself. 

Ad you take any steps to get it put out?a--dr. Hunt told me he had it in hand. 

Do you know if in fact it was dealt with by ar. Hunt?---Actually, 1 heard no 

more about it until the following morning, and than 1 knew Mr. Hunt 

had men out at the fire. 

Did you inspect it afterwards?---en the onday after that hr. Hunt sent me up with 

other men. 40 went around to that fire and carried water from the 

Saw Pit C=reek and put out burning logs. Oe also put out burning 

trees. 	1. reported back that that fire was safe. 

It was completely out?---That was out. 

aid it break out again, to your knowledge?--No, it never broke out again, to my 

knowledge. 
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ghat is the nature of the bush in Condon's Gully; what kind of timber is it. 

Is there any scrub?---It is a natural, uncut forest. 

ehat are the trees, messmate?---fhere is some mesemate, and a few gums - a 

few stringy bark. 

Is there any undergrowth of any description?---Just the ordinary undergrowth. 

There may be a bit near the roads where there have been fires, 

Is it earticularly thick?---;'o, it is not, it is in patches. 	It may be 

thick near the roads. 

eo you now Jonnelly's 4eir?---Yee. 

Is the undergrowth very thick there?---Down near the eeir where the fires 

occurred in 1926 it is a little bit thick, but as you get up into 

the forest it goes back to natural forest. 

Jo you know if any steps have been taken to thin out the scrub around 

Donnelly's eir?---Not outside the Plantation pines. :e clean those. 

after you had dealt with that fire in aeoember, when was the next occasion you 

saw smoke in the vicinity of the Board of forks area?---There was 

aeoke coming from foolangi. 

A you know when was the first occasion you saw that?---After er.Denby got 

killed. 	I noticed it and could see it always then. 

You did not see any smoke in that direction until after Mr. Denby had been 

killed?--I saw the smoke continually, but it is not my business out 

there. I keep to my own area. hunt attends to it after that. 

Of course, if you did see smoke in that direction you would report it?---I 

always report to dr. Hunt whenever I see smoke. 

Then the big fire came through your area on Tuesday, the 10th January?---Yes. 

:hat did you do that day?---In the morning T started to fix up round the sheds 

and put the sprays on top of the store. I fixed up as best I could 

around the house, and cooled all the spouts1 but anything 1 could do 

would not be very much. 

ere you left entirely on your own that day?---No, 1 was not. Mr. Runt went up 

and brought down seven or eight men. he brought thenfrom the 

Forests Commission. 	es far as I know they were our own men who 

had been lent to the :.;'orests commission. 
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4t 	Jos rid the fires start in tha pin* tenet in that i tt 

Approxinataly 3 p.a. 

lo you know whot oaleod the fir* in the Din o plantationT--.4eo, it 

oartainly came from th* kmaci of the/ other fir*. ft mos not 

tnen connected up, but It bas lit ey tatrk iuã loaves, Outlaw.: 

*where that viers flyi.s Aroura„ and there ware Aeoty. 

Now far etynes thevas., fir t that 4s firet fire otteurred 

•*Sim tho house, tWo' oain fire would be perhaps throe quartora 

of i Alla aim/ *A Sale other hill. 

inns the pint forest lit ap t  opperestly it erost right through the whole 

or your area late the '!aroondah 	 we ot out tho first 

fire on Vas hill, above my quirfara. 

''falf 414 you put that fire out1:---Pe otarti4 raiih4 an4 clealAg toe broak, 

Kithoop it q** pretty cleft% ektui w* Nora Aoing to tr* 

along tho eice at that point. 	Atile ie ore u tY4it work, 

wo noticed a fire hr ,;wit out on the to of the hill s  r 	mil the 

mon mere raviea to that firs. 	'e 4ot it andr sontrai 

wit had just about got it unAler control, so sore told that the 

other aides of the rood sew burning, that a fire mat baraing 

doom fraa) )Detor Aorroan fairporty into our plantation. 

a% it tYat fire that barat through your pliatation7---lhat woo onotber 

UM* idr free the St; firs, and that fir, would be a Ati 4 atAAA 

of t4 	tire at t2e time. 

or to • ruooday, war* 	firss in filo urea that you usually patrol 

thion lould possibly have illaba the away, of the fire en th• 10th 

or januaryi».....IS,, 	hav0 OS fir* at ail., 

say O. fir* caith tit the piantatio* 	r the weir nee 

earrisci /M• tnat plantation by barain4 fragments from that Min 

fire---1 am earfiir, of that. 

cat 0,ctinate woula yva ;0.ve of Vie diatonee or teso vii tire from the 

plantation it that timot--.4ife first fire acne" the hoses woulu 

50 a tuAlf * alle or Ur,* quarter* of a tie away fro* the 



aain fire, that is where the Piro wartod in the plantation. 	The 

next fire had started o;', the ;'ernsil:w Road side, and that 

would be a mile or a little Tiorfil from the main fire. 

va. )aaaias seee -aaartaiesaor fael that the exact distance in eaoh aaa---.-- 

case le a matter of i:aportar,ce---.onet sing further caa be 

brout out by questioning tae aitnessY 

Then I should like tae questions asked. 

MA. aLa.40: (To ,itnese) at the time the plantation cars ht aliaht, you 

bad not seen the main fire?---No. 

or: after that was it that you aaw the main fire?---You put the 

alantatioa fire out, you went across and put out another fire 

i, the plantation, and then came tiack?---No, I did not loave s 

 but that was done. 

that period elapsed, do yoax say?---Between15 minutes and 20 minutes, 

because 1 took my wife and child down below at taut time. 

Actually the fire jumped not only three quarters of a mile, but also the 

distance that the main fire had travelled in that 20 minutea7--- 

Yes. 

THa 41 "'a WITHDREW 

mop 

AWAT GOJOH pow, 	aworn 	.acamined. 

Ha. Q15<031  Your name ie ,lbert aough aunt, ana vou airs the assistant 

engineer employed by the elbourns sad aatr000litan Joard of 

larks stationed at fiealesville--aAes. 

Your duties generally are to control the aoard's interests in the 

Healesville district, including fire protection work?--- 

That is so. 

aeferrina, to the fire which occurred in Iondaa*s u1ly on the 7th and 9th 

of January, did you actually discover that alreY---It was 

reported to as. 	I visited that area and took steps, as 

outlined by the previous witness, to have the fire put out. 

4..) got it out on the ,:iaturday mornina, about mid-day - that 

was the next day. 
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Could you form any opinion as to the cause of that tire?---it is only 

surmise, and I could not say definitely. mere were three 

fires, and the ore all in, tfie one straight line. 

;here yore the other two?---One was in Oonnelly's creek, about tAm miles 

away, and the other wax just against the Oondon'e dully fire - 

almoot adjoining it. 

•bat conclusion did you dram from that factt---I came to this conclusion 

that, as teero way e north west wind blowing, the first fire, 

which had not otarted on the doeres property but had started 

on the Ames Creek side of Mount yt. .eonards, had heon lit, 

and the other two were started by burninlc, fragments carried 

across. 	On that day there was a very heavy wind and we had 

a vary heavy dust storm. 

descries three fires - ono in je don's gully, one near 'eonnelly'e 

eater shed, and the third, is that the ono that you describe 

as being on the Wyer's (reek side offount 3t. Leonardo - the 

one that cams into the Board's territory?---Yes. 

row far wouid that be away from the first fire *mentioned?---Voseibly two 

or three miles. 

you knew whether that fire was lit on private property or on property 

under the control of the Forests Commission?---It was at the 

back of private property. 

)e you know whose property it ice?---!do. 

Lid you investi L;ate it at ell?---Yes, from the lookout. 

'chat led you to the conclusion that it wee lit?---,11 the fires were in 

the one straight line, and with the north wind blowing the 

secund and third fires would be lit by the first* 

: hat led you to the conclusion that the lirst fire had been lit? 

it was right at the back of private property and right on the 

fence line. 	it .clay hays been caused by fires from further 

over, from T'oolant,i way, but I think that would be too far for 

a firs to carry. 
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Ad you know of any fires over in the Toolangi direction on the 9th of 

December?---1 did riot know of any particular fires. 

,hat would be the object oi' anybody lighting a fire in that vicinity on 

tie 9th of .;ecember or thersaboute---4 could not say. 

could you form any ins,reseion or whether it was °leer 4round or otherwise-- 

Jo you mean where the fire had been lit? 

ou told is you were of the opinion that the fire on the yer's Creek side 

was lit in iqivate property; would it be of any ise lighting 

a fire there?---It way have been lit to protest property later 

on in the season, bat I could not say. 

E3.e it on the north aide of the froporty?---On the east side. 

It 	have been of use as n. break, but was there any other use app rent 

to you?---No. 

It 4811 not your job to find out why that fire was lit?.--.~hat I could not 

do. 

40 you know if it was the job of anybody else to find out why it was 110-- 

No t  we put them out. 

id you put out the fire near the !yor's Creek eide---Yes t  we had .en on 

it. 

YO4 thered no inforeation us to why it was lit?---z o. 

Ad you report it to the police ~---Yes, to the local police - 1 think 

::onstable Gilmour. 

40 you kl'1,-Jw if steps were taken by the police to ascertain why that fire 

was 110---1 could not say. 

:;.saving the fires in Jecember t  were you at ioblaw:i on lesti Year's Uy?---Noe. 

yid you go up there for any ,,artioaler reuson?---les t  becaase I saw aaoke 

in that direction, and the caretaker reported tc use that there 

was smoke in that direction. 1 went to the scene of the fire. 

here did you find it on that layl---About five-and-a-half-miles from the 

junction of . -yer's Creek and the chum Creek roads, on the 

tinglake road in the direction of iinglake. 
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hat tine., of the day was it when you reaohed that fire?---I should say about 

3 o'clock, but I could not he exact. 	ben I got to the fire, 

it wae burning very quietly on the top side of the road. 

went further down to see all I could see, end not more than a 

luarter of a mile down it was burning very tircely on both sides 

of the road. 

lbat did you do?---I returned, because I could not tat through. 	The flames 

sere too strong. 

Ad you see any men fighting the fire in that areal---I did not see any men 

ectually fighting, but 1 picked up one man somewhere between 

Toolangi and the fire. 

ras he an employe of the Foreats Jooalssion?---1 do not know, but he said 

that he was goino to the fire. 

:ere you simply out on a scouting expedition, to see where the fire in and 

the extent of itT---Yes, to see if it was anywhere near Hoard of 

orks territory. 	I returned howe, but there was no occasion for 

me to report it to anyone arse. 

mat weather conditions orevailed during the following week?---it was very 

cool all the week, with a little rain. 

r,)id you visit the ecene of the fire during that week?--.No. 

Did you receive any reports on it?---None at all. 

Ad you take any steps to inform yourself as to what had haeeened to it? --O.:). 

amen did you next take steps to find out anything about the fire?--- fhe 

followino week, on .;unday, the 8th of January. I went to 

foolangi againo  to the scene of the fire - about one mile on 

the :ount olidt, of the root °Moe. 

Is it correct to say that during the seven days from the let to the kith of 

January the fire had progressed about two and a half miles along 

that road?---If it was the sane fire. 

(n 'OAday, the 9th of January, you simply kept your men occupied looking out 

for the fires?---oonday was a very cool day. 

You knew the fire was approaohino your areal---Oot exactly; it was far 

away from our area then. 

to have been told by the witness hollow what eteps you took on the 10th 



of January to heal with k,he fire. 	Jo you agree with that 

account of chat you did?---Yes, that is correct. 

De you also agree with his account of what happened in the area around the 

Maroondah dam on that day?---Yes. 

Can you tell the ,:ommission anything about the direction of the forest 

floor around the earoondah ja at that time---Yee, in a general 

way. it is not particularly thick scrub, and' you could walk 

through it. 	In places it le thioker, where we eave had fires 

in the past, but that only represents a very small portion of the 

area. 	In parts of the foreet, in the Jollies where the fishbone 

ferns abound, it would be impossible to start a fire. 

I unc#eretand no steps are taken to clear the floor of the forest in that 

area?--- • 

I am not emeeting that :steps should be taken, but t  in fact, no steps are 

taken to clear the forest floort--.—No, it is a natural forest. 

UnnIn.e) oy 	LialiNGI  Your account of fires or the Ah of Oecember is 

interesting. 	',:an you recall the climatic conditions that 

prevailed on that day?---Yes, there was a very tot north vest 

wind, and we had a heavy dust storil. 

Lbere were three separate fires. 	lid they appear practically simultaneously, 

or did one definitely appear after the other?---1 could not say. 

, e saw one at night time, and it was the only one we eaw on that 

nijlt. There was very heavy dust in the sky and you could not 

see very much by day or night. it took us a long time to find 

that fire. es were cruiaing around looking for it. 

Shen you went out next morning, yca found three firee---• e found one 

fire eext morning and one the following mornin e  40 had light 

rain during the night. 

"ore those throe fires approximately in the line of wind direction?--- 

fhey were. 
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4hat were the distences between the firee?---The one in Condon's 

and the other just in close proximity to it had their 

beunde•iee eiteie half a mile of each other. 

They were the first two tires?---You could call them the first two 

fires, but actually in the wind direstior they ere the lest 

two. 

Alexi was the distance between the moet westerly fire and the second 

fire?---oasibly two or three eilee. 

iouli. you ex ,  020 the opinion that one of those fires was lit from the 

otheri---I should think it quite likely, because the last 

two fires ere in bush country where there is no track easily 

alkable. It eas inaocessbla country and that ie wily I think 

one fire was lit by flying burning material from the other. 

'ender the prevailing climatic conditions on that daye the first fire 

had obviously been sterted under conditions that made it 

eout difficulty to locate the fire through the smoke and duet. 

n that acceunt, obviously, it had gained to ooee extent 

before it was noticed, but could you eay to what extent 

had gained when, you went up to put it out?---eo you memo the 

fire in London's gully? 

The most westerly fire?---I suppose it would he about five sni lee around 

and one mile acroas. 

That is an extensive fire?---Yee. 

eespite precautionery works established by yee, or by Po eats Commission 

of/leers in similar circumetancee, on the east of that fire, 

and under the conditions prevailing, a fire would simply have 

lifted right over the break and it would. have been quite 

unavailing?---Yes, on a north vind day. 

le are speaking particularly of that iay?.---On that particular day, it 

would. 

;IN r) ST WA. KALSOI Yea visited a. fire on eunday, the let of January, 

and you say that you encountered it on both sides of the 

road about five and a half ::ilea Prom the Toolangi intereection?--- 
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That is correct. 

how far is that towards the petrol Bowser from the Castello road?--- 

It would be about two miles from the ';:astella road to the 

fire. 

And how much further to the petrol station?---irons two and a half to 

throe miles. 

o'clock on the afternooa of that ..ainday, the fire had not only 

reached the petrol bowoor but it also paseed to the east 

tooards Ooolargi for a distance of throe mileat---It was oast 

of the petrol station on both aide* of the road and boroolsg 

strongly round about 3 o'clock that day. 

If you beard a witneov state that he vent 	that rood! that hi 

fired a break along that road at 9 o'clock oad that there 

was no fire across that road thou, can you reconcile the 

statements?---I can only say I saw that fire at 3 o'clock 

in the afternoon on both sides of the Olooloke road. 

le theaat thata matter of recollection on your part, or is it an actually 

recorded obearvation?---It is an actual foot. 

Ad you record that at the 	 did not record it in writing. 

ao you record the fact that you went uo tOero7---Yos. 

old you recall the foots of averts you saw at the timo?---Definitely. 

I could not get through the road. 1 was mekin6 it my 

business to go to :cunt 'elide, Out 1 could not get throw b. 

You went there definitely and you say tho conditions you are telling 

us about?---Yes. 

oo if that fire did start two miles to the west of the , o road - the 

road betveen the petrol station and Yea, or what might be 

tormed .ho "cunt alido rood - it would ha' travelled two 

.riles sloe the three milea along that rood. 	That does not 

necessarily moan the fire travelled fire miles, hot it covered 

a distanoe of five oiloo along the road?---If it had otarted 

there. 

It had made that much progress on that layl---Yes. 

attest 
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hat weather cenditions prevailed durine the following week?---It ese 

very cool and there were elijet rains. 

Do your records ehoe as a fact that 15 points of rain fell on 51acks apUr 

on one say?---Yes, if my recollection is correct. 

from your knowledge of following bush fires that should hove been good 

weateer for putting bush fires out?---Yes, it was good 

weather for that purpose. 

It as ?stated by a previous witness that he and others were in the Nerhet ► one 

plantation watching the fire. 	ehat is the practice about 

fires eeeerally opeaking, in elation to the word "watchi 

ee endeavour to at ttie out. 

e the men under your control set the time, or were they u ider the control 

of the 1■.'orestry Officer at Aarbethong. 

INe BY NA. LAIUNOU: in connection with the fire that occurred in the 

Toolangi district in the first week of January, dit you, at any 

time, during that weak receive a meseage from the late Mr.Denby 

appealing for easietetecei---No. 

-Did any of your assistant officers receive such a request?---Vot to my 

knowledge. and if they did they eld net communicate with me. 

You are in charge of the office?---Yee. 

the 9th of January did youteceive any request fro the Forestry officer 

in charge of the tierbethonis plantatien or assistance?---I did. 

understand that you responded to the call?---Yes, I went 	ohally and 

took about seven men with me. 

Ire=. assisting the officer at flurbethong. I take it that you were 1rL a 

eeeeure helpiee to check the fire that was approaching the 

eeterahed?---in a measure, yes. 

You worked on the evening of the Dth of January on that fire?---too. 

The Forestry Lffioer asked me could I give him help in 
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t morning?---Cur men did, 

patrolling that fire on e next ma 	n. 	The ninht of the 9th of 

January was very cool. 	I said, hen do you want the men"? Ino arid, 

11 not need them until to sorrow morning, and I think we will only 

need them for patrolling". 1 said "Do you think: you are getting it, ou1 4 ? 

ne said, "I think there will be a good chance of getting it out toninht. 

nets men are tired and 1 want your men to be there to patrol it." I said, 

"11 right; 	 you want them there, you can have th in any time you 

like". 	le said that 6 o'clock would do, and 1 had them there by that 

time. 

worked with the Forestry nfficer, Mt 

but I did. not personally. 	I do riot know when they worked, but on the 

Tuesday, after lunch, smoke from that area sae very thick and threateninne 

wee concerned for their safety '  and I rang for them. :evidently they 

name out of their owai aocord. 	I met the other At eats Uommission 

coming out, and they were all coming out. I wont up in the z orning  

and eat a truckload. of foreotry men €aarin out. on the day that I took 

our men up there. 

In any onse t  your men and the i+oreets Gommission cum onme out tonethor on the 

morning of the 10th, wh at they decided that it was lioness to continue 

operatione- nres. 

Amy suggestion that your nen were left to carry on on their own *Quid not tand?---

I do not know what heppelei mp there. 

None of your men told you that he was left to carry on alone?---No. 

t3O : A? at  ay we take it from your evidence that you had one up 	a 

number of men on the 10th JanuerT to assist at 	ttethong but y ou would 

not aeprove of the policy of ulain t6em :119rely to watch the fires 

They were under the control of the re sts •ommiseion officer. 

(Continued on page 225). 
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I lid not ask you that question. 	I asked whether suppooing you had gone 

yourself, you would have approved of that practice of merely 

watching the fires rather than fighting thee---4atching them 

would not be muoh 

I take it that your answer is that you would not have approved of that 

polioy?---No. it is no good watching them if you cannot do 

anything else. 

If you cannot do anything else it is not even worth while watching them?--- 

Your might protect property on that particular day. 

The morning was all right. it was quite cool: 

That 	y ur opinion, and the evidence of your matt Mr. Hollow. Jhat was 

the name of the forest officer who was in charge of your men on 

Tuesday the 10th January-4—Th° men who rang me up was Mr. Byrne. 

he went up with them. 

You do not know yourself?---I should say it was kAr. Byrne who was with them. 

THE WITNESS 

art" 	iworn and Aamined: 

aowt#N.4s  y full name is Francis Arthur Byrne and I am employed by 

the Toreets Commission in the capacity of 'Torester. On Tueeday, 

10th January, i got a loan of certain men as described by the 

previous witness. 	I took them up to 1,Mrbethong. I was in 

charge of them there. 

Do you agree with the version that has been given of what took place-- 

Up to a certain extent. 	I rang '°`r. Hunt on Tuesday evening 

for assistance. 

hat took place when you did get assistance there?---the Metropolitan Board 

men were to relieve our men on watching the trails. 7e had fired 

back. on the ', onday night to try to hold the fire at that point. 

e were doing that quite all right until about 11.30 when the wind 

came up very strong from the north and blew the fire all across our 

! 
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Did you hear the evidence of :er. liollow that all they did whee they got 

up there under your control was to go up and down in the breaks 

and watch the fires?---Yee. 

?yid you hearMt. Hunt say that he would not agree with the policy of merely 

watching the fires but would have fought them if they could have 

been fought?---If the day had kept calm we had the fire under 

control and the idea of having them there was that if a slight 

wind had got up it would have carried it over our trail. 	pith 

the men there we surrounded that little piece and got that under 

too. 
You hid the fire practically under control and only had those men there in 

case the wind got up on the other side of the forest?---That is 

true. 

eas it advisably to put those men to work after it was under ountrol?--- 

The fire was of too great an extent to out out. There were 

too many burning loge and small stumps. 	she only hope was to 

hold it up to that point. 	ee use water haversaeke. The men 

were equipped with theee 

are they using them at all?---Yes. 

Ar. Hollow was there on the 10th with these men?---Yes. 

Apparently they were doing more than walking up and down en h ng the fire?---

Yee, there were many bad points where three men were stationed on 

burning logs right to the edge of the trail where it would have 

taken a Furphy tank and more to put the fire out. 

You were riot able to use the water haversacks?--- ,;e were using them, but ire 

the case of the bigger trees, they were really infernos, and it 

was impossible to put them out with knapsack pump containing 

4 gallons of water. 

THE WITNESS eaTHDREW. 

A. 1.40. s think that perhaps there was a mieunderetanding here. I do 

not intend to cross-examine. The witness knew his business 

and my cross-examination was merely to show that when ::fir. Hollow 
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said they were watching the fire he was saying that they were 

not doing what they ordinarily do. 	Ilhey may have had perfectly 

good reasons for not doing particular things that neither Mreflunt 

nor any of us can say anything about. 

GOMLiSIONER:  If it was irregular, on the face of it, it would be for 

the Department to explain. 

M. GO TANS:  My sole object is calling the officer was to give hip an 

opportunity to do so. 

RICHARD ieNDIVIARtHAt 	sworn and examined: 

MR. GNANB: ,hat is your full name?---Richard &ndrewartha. 	I am the 

legal officer in the employ of the :etropolitan Board of orke. 

':chat are the duties of a legal officer?---To conduct the legal business 

connected with the Board such as prosecutions and all legal 

matters under the control of the Board. 

lave any prosecutions been conducted by the ifoard during recent years 

in cases of lighting of fires in tee eaiesville district?--- 

=brae persons were charged at r=ealeeviile on 17th March, 1937. 

r. ., Jeffries was charged that at Fernehaw on 15/3/37 he did 

certain things that endangered the property of the Board. He 

wee fined :n at the Realeaville Jourt. 	He was also fined gl 

under another charge. Another person, I. Fleming, was charged 

on 17/5/37 that he did about 26/3/37 use certain inflammable 

material and the property of the Board was endangered. FA1 was 

fined 25 and costs. 	He was also fined for certain other 

matters. Another man was prosecuted but the charge was with-

drawn becauee we obtained a conviction on another charge. 

,e 	 4e do not want his name if the charge was withdrawn. 
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MR. 	There are the only occasions on which prosecutions were 

brought by the Poard in the last two years in respect of 

the lighting of fires?---That is so. 

TON:412 Do you restrict yourselves to riroeecutione regarding 

fires in your arras?--°-Yee.  

Your officers do not act as ordin,,ry members of the public and prosecute 

when they see a fire t- t has been lit contrary to the law?-'--

No. Other people have been warned but we have not had 

sufficient evidence to prosecute. 

there anything in the Act regarding action that way be taken by 

members of the general public on seeing a fire lit during 

a proclaimed period7---They may do it. 	4ct went under the 

Police Offences Act. 

Take the case of fires outside your area. 	Any member of the public may 

give information and r the blice ".ffences Act?---1 suppose 

they could. 

MR. GUIANS will you betve a look at that aepeet? 

MR. GOVeipt  Yee. (To , itneus) Buppoeing a fire were lit on a property other 

than that of the Beard but it came into the Board's area, would 

you take oceedings?---Yes, for damage to the Board's property. 

You have not done so in recent years?---No. 

I suppose that on those occasions when prosecutions were instituted they were 

oases where the people have been caught red handed by the 

boerd's officers':---Ye e0 

Jould it be ofaesietance to the hoard in obtaining evidence regarding the 

lighting of firee if the common practice of granting a reward 

to persons giving information were introduced?---WS have 

notices all around our properties regarding the lighting of 

fires. 

t you offer any reward for evidence leading to conviction?---No, I do 

not think that is the policy of the Board. 	I could not say 
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but it has not been done in my time. 

JI5eIONER: Anybody who acted in that capacity would be well advised 

to leave the district immediately?---No doubt. 

he would be unpopular. 	shat may commend itself to somebody, Mr. Gowans. 

ea. GOeePS: There is a practice in connection with certain other offencee 

such. as the holding of entertainments for reward on Sunday nights 

when any person giving information or seeking to establish the 

offence can sue for a reward or a penalty - It may be £50 or 8100 - 

on his own initiative and in his own name. Do you think that 

would be oC any azisiatiknoe in the curbing of fire operations by 

people in country districts, that is, if it were possible for 

sash proceedings to be instituted for reward?---I do not think 

I am prepared to determine the policy of the zioard in that respect. 

I am asking your personal opinion about it if you desire to give it?--- 

No, I am not prepared to give that. 

ALOg have you any knowledge of certain other matters over a much 

more recent time that are under consideration for prosecution. 

eo you know that there are such mattere---ho, the only matter 

1 have in mind is a question concerning timber. 

You have not any knowledge of others?-e-1 am not sure. 

Ovele8IONER:  The rules of evidence do not aeply here. If you have 

heard of such a thine you can tell the :;omoission?---No, I cannot 

call the matters to mind. 

Lt. KELSO:  I thou .ht er. en; rewartha uaieht have had a knowledge of certain 

other matters by now?---e-lb. 

ea. C0eANSI Section 68, Sub-section 2 of the wrests Act, 1928, reference 

to which has already been made, provides that a reward of not 

more than £50 may be paid by the Commission, etc. (read). 

THE GOMISSIONER:  Is that prosecution in respect of liehting a fire 
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on their property:— 

aorIANI :  It is limited to information such as leads to a conviction 

under pub-. ection (1) of that aection. 	Sub-seotion (1) deals 

with the lighting of fires in any reserve forests or any 

portions of protected forests, or within a half a mile of the 

boundary of such. forests?---There is no provision in the 

Board's Act for granting a reward. 

MR. GOWAN  . I am informed that that sub-section has not been very fruit-

fulo 

aITtal`a3 WITHDRIaa. 

JOHN HaNRY $ANCSLL, 	aworn and xamined. 

Na. GO ANSI 	That is your full name?---John henry aancell. 	I am a retired 

officer of the aetropolitan aeard of aorks. 	I now live at 

Donnelly's Creek two miles from Healesville. 

You have heard evidence given today about fires that occurred in that area 

on the 9th December, 1438. Do you know anything about those 

fires?-1 know nothing about their origin. 

You do not know where they came from?--al only surmise. 

Are you prepared to tell us what your surmise is?---Yes. 

THM CO I -SIONZia if it is only a surmise it will be better not to mention 

any names; that would not be fair?---a fire started early in 

)ecember in Blue Mount, 9 miles up from aealesville. 

That would be near ToolaCgi?---Yes, on the Myer's Creek road. Just there 

is called Clue count. 	That is where the Saddle is. The 

fire burned there for some days and apparently a week after-

wards, towards the last week in December, a fire started at 

the Black Flat in a,nnelly's Valley up the slope of the 

forest. 	That burnt for a day or two. 	I believe 

the Board men attended to it and put it out but before they 

had done so a spark carried over from that fire to Condon's 

Dully which is about a mile further on, and started a fire 

acing taere. 	it was a pretty big fire about five miles 

around. 
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MR. GO4ANsw  nid you see it yourself?---Only from a distance. 	I live in 

the valley. 	I am hemmed in and I cannot see very far. 

come down along 3t. Leonard's road every day for my mail and 

I have u better view from there than from my house. 

You were going to express some surmise as to the origin of these fires 

on the aaddie without mentioning any names?---No, I did not 

indicate that I was going to say how the fire started. 

did not intend that. 	I know nothing about that. 

o you know how long the fire was burning up there on the aaddlea---I 

should say it was burning there five or six days before 

wind carried burning bark over the Jla.ck Flat in ao elly's 

Valley. 

There is not much settlement up there?---No y  there is none. 

There was a mill?---There were the remains of a couple of old mills along 

the road. 	There is Seddoe's property and two guest houses 

down the road. 	at the spot where I thought the fire was 

burning, there is no settlement. 

THE OMMISSIONSRI  'shat would take people in there?---It is a tourist 

district, or it was. 	It is on the Uyer l s Creek road. 

MR. 010WANS4 You have lived in these areae for quite a whilst—Since 1891. 

I have had a good deal or experience in connection with fire. 

The main causes of bush fires are various but 90 per cent. are 

due to carelessness. 

Of what kind?---5imple carelessness. 

On the part of campers or graziers?—averyone. 	It is a characteristic 

of human nature - carelessness. 

Can you suggest any steps that mi ght possibly help in preventing bush 

firee?---Yes, keeping the forests clean. 

All the forests throughout Victoria?---The 6,000,000 acres that have been 

destroyed during this last month can be kept clean. 

how that they have been burnt out is the time to commence. 
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shat steps do you sugest should be taken?---Fire. 	Burn through those 

areas every four years. 	You would only have light fires and 

they could never produce a fierce heat to injure the big trees, 

the young trees or the seedlings. 

I suppose you have found that even a light fire can injure certain timber 

like ash?...-.erhe light fire would not injure the ash if material 

were not allowed to accumulate over a period of longer than 

three or four years. 	It would not produce a heat sufficient 

to penetrate the bark even of ash trees. 

Pave you thought of how many acres of land you would have to burn every 

week in order to cover the whole of that area in three yeare?--- 

it would depend on the conditions at the time of the fires. 

Yoe would fire when you could get the beat burning. 

There are only certain portions of the year in which that firing should 

be done?---I contend that it should be done all through the 

summer, if you do not allow the rubbish on the floor of the 

forest to accumulate beyond four years. 

.?Pu think that there would be no danger in burning off even in summer 

time?---oe would lose some of the forest; a comparatively 

little portion here and there; a trifle. 	some young trees 

would be lost but the loss would be infinitesimal compared with 

what we have suffered. 	;!e have nothing left today. 

linos° steps could not have been taken before this fire but you suggest-

they can be taken now?---it could have been done before but 

where was the money to come from to do it. 	It is not an 

economical job. 

I suppose you would be of the opinion that any burnin6 off at that time 

would have to be done under the supervision of some oompeteat 

officer?---Yes, the Joard has rangers. 
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MS CO S 	How many men do you think would be required for 1,000 

acres of bush to carry out this scheme. 	:ay  the forests 

were cut up into lots of 1,000 acres. 	ilow many men would 

be required?---It would not take any en at all. You 

simply light the fire and let it go. 

One active man with a fire stick?---Yes. 

ould you have anybody to stop it at the other end of the State-- 

It would never get away. There is not enough dead 

matter to cause the fire to travel. 

if you had a day like the very hot days when the bush fires were raging, 

it might get out of hand?---A little. 	It would be necessary 

to watch that it did not get on to adjacent private proper- 

ties. 	Under my scheme the forest would not be allowed to 

become dirty at any time for a period longer than four years. 

You would say that it is comparatively easy now that the forest has been 

burnt out?---The forest is now in a beautiful state to carry 

out this scheme. 	for the loss of that floor covering 

thatadvocates of the Metropolitan Board have stressed to 

such an extent, there is a bit of bunk about that. 	Clear 

that dead matter away and you would have a healthy vigorous 

growth of plant life which would cover the ground without 

arresting evaporation and conserve moisture. That is 

what will halpen in a couple of months. 	ealthy ferns, 

bracken, rushes, and wire grass that will cover the ground 

will spring up. 	There will not be a stick or a rotten 

bit of bark on the ground, but leave it for 10 or 20 years 

and about 4ft. 6 inches of rubbish will accumulate around 

the base of each tree. 	You can understand what that 

means if a fire gets into it. 

MR. Ki3,401 apposing you had this burning as frequently as you suggest, 

how long do you think it would take after it had been burnt 
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a half a dozen times for the thick scrub to grow. I suppose 

you know that it oomes up much faster after burning a few 

times. 	could it not be a case of burning more and more 

frequently as time goes on?---Not if you get successful 

burns every three or four years. 	You would have no rubbish 

on the ground. 	You would not be killing the big, healthy 

robust scrub or trees, but only cleaning up the rubbish* 

You would certainly lose a little of the seedlings, perhaps 

around the edges; but you could afford to lose them. 

From your experience you do not think that the first burn would be after 

four years, the next at three years, and the next at two years, 

and after that it would be necessary to have burning every 

second year?---You would not get a burn every two years. 

You might not get a burn every three yeare. 	You have to 

wait for a certain accumulation of rubbish to feed the fire. 

t even with the rapid growing scrub after it has been burned?---No. 

Aepid growing scrubs such as cauliflower bush, blanketwood 

and hazelwood grow 10 or 12 ft. high in three or four years. 

How high will it grow in one year if it has been burnt a few times and 

has a bit of life2---some of those scrubs are not very tall 

when their full life is done; maybe 10 or 12 ft. and they 

will crow uerhaps in two or three years. 

now high will braAen grow in 6 months?---six or eight feet. 

MR. 00W4Nes  What was your position in the eelbourne and fetropolitan 

Hoard of eorks?---I was caretaker of the water supply. 	4e 

used to draw off from the river in those days up till 1927. 

Then we commenced to draw off the reservoir. 	In the 38 

years of my service with the 3oard my duties were attending 

to the water, attending to bush fires, if any, and various 

things that the 3oard required me to do. 

THE WITNESS muma. 
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ART8UR JAMES eieeeelle 	Sworn and .examined. 

R. ee Via; ,hat is your full name?---Arthur James Bassett. 

You are the eostmaster at Toolangi?- -I was but my daughter le at the present 

time. 

You were living in Toolanei in eecember of last year?---Yes. 

Do you remember ieriday the 30th December, just before New Year's eay, telling a 

man names eobinson of a fire which was on the eount elide-elenburn Road?- 

I do not remember that. I remember something about iobinson. I was 

talking to him. 

I want to find out from you when was it you first noticed the existence of a. 

fire on the Mount Slide-Glenburn Road?---I could not tell you that. 

stow long was it before you spoke to Robinson?---I just knew the fire was there. 

I just met r. Robinson casually and he told me about this dray 

business. 	:hen I was leaving I said "You had better look after teat 

dray of yours". 

That was before hew Year's Day, was it not?---I have no idea. 

How did you know of the existence ef that fire`---only from what he told me. 

I knew there was a fire there because the local forestry officers 

who were living around me, told me. 

Who were the forestry officers living around you?---Mitchell and e!onks both 

lived close to ma, and -r. elackmore is within a mile of me. 

.t the time you spoke to Robinson about the drays are you certain the forest 

()Moore living around there knew of the existence of the fire on the 

Mount elide-Glenburn .toad?---They knew,they were fighting the fire. 

sere you in Toolangi when it was nearly burnt out?---Yes. 

Can you assist the Commission by stating to west you attribute the safety of 

Toolangi - how the fire missed the township itself?—ey local energy, 

that is all. 

jid you burn back any breaks?--No. The :lain fire case on the iuesday. One fire 

was up along the creek. into emedley's property that night. There was a 

big crowd of men there and they burnt a break back from it and stopped 

the fire. 

Acme were you when the fire reached foolangi on eunday, the 8th January?--It did 

not reach Toolangi on the 8th January. The fire that Mr. Denby and 

car. Sarling lost their lives in did not arrive in Toolangi until 10 o'cloc 

on Tuesday morning, the 10th January. The fire that came up the river 

on the Sunday was stopped on the :Sunday night as far as I knew. 

There were two fires which threatened Toolangi about that time?---Yes. 
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They might have had the same origin=---No, I would not say they did. I could 

not answer that; nobody could answer that. I did not know where it 

came from, and I do not suppose anybody else does. 

how long prior to Sunday the 8th January was it that you told Robinson about 

the fire on the •:punt Aide doad?---I really could. not answer that, 

because 	a.obinson and I were just talking. 	e said there arts a fire 

there and that was all. 

TEE ITNESS WITHDREW. 

AD4i1 ROBINSON 	Worn and :lcanined. 

MR. GOWANS:  What is your name?---Aam Robinson and I am a. timber worked living 

at Teolangi. 

Jo you remember having a conversation with A.. Bassett, when he told you about 

a fire on the ount Slide-nenburn Road?---Yes. I happened to be around 

at his paddock for a couple of bags of potatoes, and I said "Have you 

any idea where the fire is". 

Had you heard of a fire?---I could see smoke, and could tell there was a fire. 

Jan you tell the jommission the date of that7---That would be about Thursday 

the 5th. 

Jo you remember giving a statement to iotective North in 'ihich you stated "on the 

30th December, 1938, I went to a place on the hunt Slide-jdenburn Road 

where I had left a tip dray?--Yes, I remember mentioning about -4etting 

the dray on the Mount :Aide toad. 

Jo you remember telling him it was the 30th eeceaber you went there, just before 

the New '(ear?---Yes, the Friday before the New Year. 

that would be the 30th December, it would not be the 6th January?---I made a 

mistake. 

Have you any doubt that it was before the New Year you heard about the fire? 

From what I recollect the fire started u on New ear's any. 

If that is the case, you could not very well have known of it before the New 

Year?---I probably made a mistake. I meant the Friday after the New 

Year's Amy. It was on rNew Year's )ay I first noticed the smoke coming 

from the direction of the -ount Slide toad. 

Now long after that was it before you went to get your dray?---It was on tho 

following Friday. 

That would be the 6th January?---Yes. 
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aommissicr  -k; =here hell you beee with your dray when you left it there?---I 
was coming from Joe 'vans' Mill at dlenburn with a little timber, and 

had mishap with the wheel. 	I had to leave it about two miles from where 

I left the mill. 	I had to take the horse out and leave the dray on the 

road. 

How long did you leave it there belore you went to get it?---About 6 days I think. 

Mid you get a blacksmith on the Job or did you fix it yourself?---1 could not do 

anything with it, and a blacksmith could not do anything with it. I had 

to take it back to the Mill on the iriday. 	That was after the fire had 

got going properly. I took the dray back to the >iill intending to leave 

the horse and dray there, but it was not safe so I brought the horse back. 

MR. GUleele: You say that it was iriday the 6th January when you got that?---Yes. 

You say you left it there six days before that. 	If that is so that would make 

it about .Saturday the 31st eacember or Sunday, New Year's jay when you 

had the mishap. 	eo you remember how long before hew Year's eay you 

had the mishap?---1 think it was on the Saturday before Christmas lay 

that I eas bringing the dray up. 

If you left it ee the eaturday before 'k ietmas any, the 24th December, and that 

was the day you had the mishap, and did not pick it up until the 6th 

,January, that eould be nearly a fortnight you left it there. eould 

that be right?---Poseibly it may be right. I am confused with dates. 

I have had a pretty rough time lately in the fire, and I am rather cone 

fused as to days and dates. 

It is really the date I am anxious to get from you. Gan you state whether it was 

before or after eew eear's :iay when you went to get the dray?---efter 

New Year's Day. 

Then you left the dray there, did you see any signs of fires in the neighborhood?---- 

There were firee all the way from what e call harter's place. it is 

now owned by a man need Cllis. That is two miles from the Toolangi post 

office in the direction of hinglake. 

that day is it that you are speakine of now, the day you went to get your dray, or 

the day you had the mishap?---The day 1 went to move the dray back to the 

Lill. 

Coming beck to the day you had the mishap with the dray and left it at this place, 

were tiers any signs of fires in the vicinity where the mishap occurred?--- 
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None whatever. 

Oe the day you went to get your dray there was a fire burning somewhere on 

the !'ount `hide Road?---he day I went to get the dray the fire was 

very close to Toolangi. 	It was coming towards -Apolangi. 

It had passed your dray?---actually it had passed my dray, and I travelled 

througp the fire burning quietly. However, after reaching the 

eiunt hide Road I headed north towards Glenburn in a different 

direction. There was no fire on the :count slide Aoad after I left 

the turn-off below Castella< but from the turn-off, as far as with-

in two miles of Toolangi, the fire had burned all along that road. 

It "as within two miles of Toolangi when you went to get the dray about the 

6th January?---/Ss. 

fere you at Toolangi on the day the fire reached the township?---Yes, I was in 

foolangi. 

That would be Tuesday the 10th januaryl---Yes: 

Did you take any eart in the burning of a break there?---None whatever, 

Did you know if it being burnt?---I knew nothing about any break. I was home all 

day guarding my home. I was not aware of any break being burnt until 

the following day. 

Oho told you then?-e—A man named lienderson. 

4hat aid he tell you?---He called at my place and remarked that I bad a pretty 

hot time. He told me how the gully at the back of my place caught 

alight, and said he was burning a break and it aof away from him. 

:ghat did you say to that?--1 said "That is rather a silly thing to do on a day like 

yesterday. It is not giving me much of a chance." I was hemmed in 

and out off. I had no chance whatever of getting out. 

You live near cooper's dully, do you not?---Just on the side of Cooper's Gully. 

are you near ,Cewell's place---I am about 500 yards from Sewell's place. 

This fire from cooper's Gully burnt towards your property?---Yee. 

Ad it pass it?---It almost wiped me out. 

Ad it pass your place?---It merged with a fire coming from a north-easterly 

direction from foolangi. .'he two fires met at my place. 

in what direction did they continue?--They continued in a. south-easterly direction 

towards .Meet healesville, down the chum Creek aoad. 
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"what was the direction of the wind that day?---It was a north-west wind. 

rusq.  (Ian you remember where you were or. New Year's Day?---I was home all 

day on New ear's Day. 

,here is your home?---I am right in Toolangi. 

THE 'WITNESS 4ITHDRAII. 
- -  

HEURY ChionLla CHITIERSo 	&torn and Sxamined. 

JOWANS:  What is your acme?---Menry Charles Chivers. 

Do you live in 'Toolangi?---Yie. 

'That is your occupation?---I am just a general nend at Toolangi. 

Do you remember the 10th January when the fire nearly burned out Toolangi?---Yes. 

Do you remember Carrying out some operations in conjunction with •r.Henderson on 

that day?---Yes. 

ohat did you do?---Ornat was this Ouroino off you did?---There was no burning offs 

on the 10th I went out around where the fire had been burning on the 

Ounday to see tout it was all safe on the other side of the road. I 

found that the fire had got in on the other side of the road and I 

went into ;'1:r. olec Olackmore's. 	oe went around and cut a break 

around that fire and confined it 

4hat day was it the local residents burned a patch near roolangi - a triangular 

patch running from ienby's house to the Toolangi Post Office and to 

oewell'a house. Do you r en ember then doing that?---Oo, I do not 

remember them doing that. 

Did you have anythioo to do with the burning of a break round Oewell •s property? 

Nop nothing whatever. 

Did you hear what a previous witness oaid "That Bob Henderson came to his place 

and said to him that Bill Chivere and i were burning a break around 

iewell's place and it got away from us." 	Is thereany truth in the 

statement that you and Dob Henderson were burning a break around Oewellle 

place and it got away from you?---No. 

THE COMMIOSiONER: ore you 3i1l Chivers?---: am known as bill; that is a nick-name. 

Thy would he say that about you if it was untrue. 	Has he anything against you 

that you know of?---No, nothing whatever. 

Are you a bit nervous about this youreelf?----o. 
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It is not the policy of this Commission to get anybody into trouble if it can 

avoid doing so. 	Ar. Gowans, perhaps you had better not press the 

matter. 

M. Ge A4 There is in evidence as statement by r. Henderson. 	It was a 

statement put in this morning In connection with Arective north's 

evidence and reads "It is not correct to say we were burnine a break 

around eewell'e property and that it got away from us. fhe only 

break that eas burnt was a triabeular patch. 	rhis was watched and 

was never out of control". 	eatective .:orth said he believed that 

statement was correct. 	;.here may be some mis conception, but I 

thought it was only fair to tell this witness that statement has been 

made. 

THE COMMIS$I0HER:  Apparently the eetective invetigeted the matter. 	does 

not seem to cast any bleme upon you at all., 	4e has the freedom of 

mind to accept what you say as true. 	4e had his evidence an that 

point this morning. 	There was some mistake, and mistakes can occur 

quite easily. 

THE WITNEeS eTINDRi 4. 

WALT '11 
	

Y McLAIN: 
	jworn and Examined. 

WeANS: What is your full nawe---Falter henry eclaie and 	a carpenter 
.nrMun**,■••■•+W 

residing; at foolangi. 

You took part in the operations on the 8th, eth and 10th January to protect the 

colengi township?---Yes. 

o you remseber a break being burnt near ee 1 se property'---Yes. 

.;}sere was it burnt from?---et was burnt from the fire that had got into the 

block on the north side and the break was burnt right around that block 

to keep the fire in there. 

I understand there was no local forestry officer there at the timel---No, the 

forestry officers were all very busy In the bush. Two of them were des::. 

as some action taken by some of the men of the community to direct and control the 

burning of this break?---That break was patrolled ail night by various men. 

tes there a local .ommittee forced in a rough, general way?---It was just a meet-

ing of the residents to devise weans of stopping the fire that we knew was 

coming on. 

eid it turn out to be of value':---Absolutely. It saved eoolangi, in my opinion. 

;ad the fire coeo alone with that full face of nearly a mile wide none of us 



could have stood against it when it reached the township. 

hat was Bob Menderson's and Bill Chivers' part in ti at; they helped to patrol 

that fire?---I do not rameaber them being there on the Sunday night *  

but I ramamber them on the Monday morning when I was patrolling along 

where the trees had fallen and vet fire to the other side. 

did you hear any suggeetion of the break getting away from them?--- o,I do 

not think it did. M. ILackmere could answer for that. I heard 

that a tree fall and set alight and thoy iamediately cut a break 

around it and confined it tom. little area. 	I understood they 

stopped it ♦here *  but by the time they got down to dewellse the other 

fire had swedt aoross and gone down doeper i e dully way. 

dhich of the fires do you think it was that threatened Adaa Robinson's 

house?- 	1 nk the main fire *  as far as I could see. 

everts the main fire was BO close to this vicinity that it a ght have 

been that?---The fire a.peared to me to travel up the creek from the 

north end of Toolangi *  and the fire that had gone over on the dunday 

at the back of the ranges came over with a north wind and not that 

fire. when it act just near where 1 *as working *  it flew up to the 

top of the range and in a few ainutee it was on the full. 

after this bre- was forded, what steps ware taken to ensure that it would be 

either put out or that it could not spread?---,en patrolled all Any 

on that 2onday and think on T esday torning. That was when 

tenderson and Uhivers were out and stopped the fire out towards Jenny's. 

how far away was the aain fire when you burnt this break?---It was in that 

block. 

the setae blase—Zee *  it is about Et 300 acre biOCke 	is more square 

than triangular. It had crossed the road at a place we call the rig & 

thistles Pten had been fighting it all day on the Sunday round there 

and it got across to this block on the dunday evening. The people met 

and they said ''we will have to do something or we will have it on us 

on :donday morningt ♦s That was the readon it was burnt on ;Sunday night. 

It was nice and calm and the wind Y as in the right direction. It 

had gone round to the north. 
You did not have to rely on the draught created by the ::mein fire to burn back?-•- 

No 

00dtaidIO t: Had it gown on to the town, was there any place of refuge to 
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which the inhabita.Ae could have gone, or would it have wiped 

out the whole town?---It would wipe out :Jewell's, the Church, 

Chivers, the Post Office, the school and my place. I do not 

think we would have had a possible chance of stopping it. 

Alat about the hotel?---"the fire would have had another three quarters of 

a mile to go aftor it passed us. ;Mill, they would have had a 

very warn time. 

In a township of your size, do you think it would be necessary to have a 

place of refuge for the inhabitants, or do you think they could 

get away to come place for safety?--- e usually get pretty good 

warning. 	I was warned at 8 o'clock that m.orning to get up and 

go out. 

If your plans miscarried and the fire came in to the township, what would you 

do?--->t my place I would get in the middle of my clearing and 

stop there. 

have you a good clearing there?---I aappose about an aore. 	There are 

other grounds cleared round about which would help to protect me, 

but a man like Chivers would have no hope at all. 

hat would ha2nen to him?---Be would have to go through fire to get away. 

There is practically scrub all around. 

He would very likely be trapped?---Yes. 

That is assuming hs was at his house?---Yes. 

What do you suggest could remedy that state of affairs. I am not asking 

only about your township, but there are many townships like 

yours eround Victoria?---About the only remedy I can see is to 

burn all that class of country out before it gets too hot. 

Do you mean they should burn all round your township?---Yes. 

How far would you burn?---9alf a mile. 	That particular fire on Tuesday 

lit =round fully a quarter of a mile away. 

(Page 245 Collows) 
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epee oeoele aay it was further than that. 	It could carry a good way 

oa eho road out - /es, a lone pay s  because me mute bark 

traeele a long way. 	if they burned the meesmate country 

early in spring there would not be much denier. 

it would not be a bad idea if every man kept his own premiers elean?--e 

Yes, twat is a good idea s  and it could be a great hele. 

o you agree that if that practice were followed it would make the 

country a little earer?---It was the clearing around my . 

 place that saved ay property. 

T 

CHARLES MICHAeL BEAUMNT NAYLOW, 	sworn and examined. 

MR. 00gANB: 	Your name is Qharies lchael Beaumont Naylon s  you live. at 

Mealeeville s  and yeu are an engineering surveyor and water 

supply engineer?---Yes. 

I enderetend you have prepared a statement Which you desire to read by 

way of evidence?---That is so. 	The statement is as follows- 

"I have travelled, campe6 and lived among Victorian forgets 

on and off for nearly forty years, and I have seen fires at 

various times and given the matter of fire protectien much 

thought. 	I should like to say sometning first about tee 

safety of dwellings. 	'eome years ago evidence was taken 

end tests made on the effect of sheet iron covering as a 

protection Leetinst fire. 	Temperatures at the test ranged 

from 800 degrees ,Sahrenheit to 2,250 degrees Fahrenheit. 

it was found teat a metal covered building absorbed the heat 

so raeidly that timber of small 6cent -idles covered with iron 

was completely consumed, while timber of larger scantling 

unprotected by iron, was only charred (See the rirnberinan, 

eocember s  1915 - a conclusive Yire Test). 	how, in the 

case of a building roofed with corrugated iron and exposed 

to a bech fire, ehere there is no suuply of water under 

pressure s  
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what happens is this; in advance of the fire, the air 

is laden with charred and burning leaves and fragments 

of bark which find a lodgment in the roof gutters and 

burst into flaee. 	Those flaees find ingress under 

the corrugations and tree heated roof timbers blaze like 

tinder, 	Two r:irtial remedies sugest themselves; 

first, the end sheets of iron may be swagged to a snug 

fit with the roof gutters. 	1 think the manufacturers 

would do this if it were pointed out to them, deconch 

the roof may be coated with some non-conducting com- 

position. 	I have found that a liberal coating of 

lime wash reduced the heat absorbing properties of iron 

materially. 	Possibly the paint manufacturers could 

produce some asbestos compound if it were put to then. 

•There practicable, a tiled roof would be superior, if a 

snug fit were made at the autters. 	- writer in a 

eydney paper has suggested pile houses of rammed earth. 

fnese require forms and are more tedious to build than 

a wooden shack, but in a permanent situation and with a 

fire proof roof they would afford a Good deal of pro- 

tection. 	The matter of e. damper course would require 

attention. 

C.omina to the matter of the bush fires themselves, 

on 'Slack 2hureday, 1851, it was recorded that the whole 

of the bush was in clue universal conflagration, and that 

the fires crossed wide streams, destroying homes, life, 

houses o stock and everythina in its way. 	In the year 

1819, another day of nearly similar disaster occurrede 

I think, given the requisite conditions, le will allays 

have fires. 	In a hot northerly wind, 1 have seen 

half a dozen fires sprin gy  up simultaneously several miles 

apart. 	The problem is to prevent these fires from 

uniting and reaching the mountain tops, whence a northerly 

gale might carry burning debris over lane areas and ignite 

the country for miles ahead. 
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For the purpose of this investigation 	:repose to divide 

the Gippeland forests into two classes, viz., those trees which from 

a water supply-soil erosion point of view are not permanently in- 

jured by fire, and those which are. 	in the former class are stringy 

bark, messmate and peppermint, of which a large proportion, will survive 

the hottest fire and come green again on the followinn year. 	Phese 

timbers are not injured in the least by a light burning in s-rinL„, 

which consumes the accumulated timber and increases the density of 

undergrowth, thus checking soil erosion. 	i> timber paddock burnt in 

this way in enrinn will remain green well into a dry summer, and fail 

to ignite when other paddocks are burning in the vicinity. Those 

fire resistant trees - the stringy bark, messmate and peppermint - 

are found in poor exposed situations on the ranges of sedimentary 

origin such as the silurian of nearer Jlepslandn the ordovician and 

devonian of central. and eastern Uippsiand and scattered here and there 

amongst plutonic rocks and in regions of metamorphism. 

In the other or fire susceptible classes are those trees 

which grow on the richer volcanic soils and the jurassic coal measures 

of youth appsiand and the Otways 	typical example is the local 

mountain ash, woolly butt, and the like. 	Those timbers are injured 

and destroyed by fire. 	If we regard Aposiand as a whole, the 

nsographical map shows tnat the volcanic soils which support timbers 

of the second type occur in relatively compact areas, surrounded by 

poorer sedimentsriee on which much. of the forests could be burnt in 

spring without injury. 	nt danger ooints sections of the latter 

might be burnt in rotation, in such a way as to protect the more 

vulnerable timbers and prevent fires from unitinn in a dry summer 

and sweeping across ccsIntry on a wide front. 	In a district such 

as this, where the mountain ash type predominates, the line of a 
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fire would be crossed by belts of the stringy bark, peppermint, 

messmate type at intervals, and if this had been cleared previously 

by burning as suggested, the summer fires would be checked and 

might possibly be stopped. 	'Lien would fight a fire from a narrow 

break with more confidence if they knew there was a burnt out area 

behind them in which they would have at least a snorting chance 

for their lives if the wind freshened. 

On the subject of breaks, I should like to quote 

from a speech made by 3ir Arthur Stanley at a Forestry Conference 

in Melbourne in November, 1916, viz:- 

'4e have forest fires in angland and 'ecotiand, but 
very milk and water affairs to the forest fires 
you have here. The methods we apply in the Old 
Country - fire breaks of one and a half to two 
chains in width - arcs ridiculously inadequate to 
the dangers from fire which you encounter nere'. 

In the matter of the elbourne and letropolitan Board 

of lorke reservations generally, the aeoole of - elbourne owe a debt 

to the foresight of past officers and members of that body for the 

fight they have made to retain control of those reserves for water 

supply purposes. 	ancient literature indicates that when the 

ireeks, for instance, destroyed their forests, soil erosion des- 

troyed their lands. 	rater supply dwindled and the people deserted 

the cities and terraced the stony soil in order to gain a livelihood. 

in a country of periodical droughts such as Victoria, erosion would 

be much more rapid, :Arid if tae forests were destroyed tae reservoirs 

might silt in about one generation, as has occurred in a certain 

instance in America, and the winter rains would rush wastefully to 

the sea, eroding great ravines and leaving a chain of stagnant 

polluted pools in summertime. 	On the Other hand, a policy of 

protection could be carried to suca a point that it defeats its 

object, and I think the fire protection policy of the Board is due 

for revision, just as much perhaps as that of the Forests 'Commission. 
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The only country so far as I know which has preserved its forests 

during thousands of years of occupation is Japan, were I found 

mountaie tope cleared and laid out in golf links, playgrounds, 

places of worship, guest houses and the like. 	:'fifty percent 

of the area of Japae is forest and the cultivated hillsides are 

terraced to conserve the soil. 	But the Japanese believe that 

the spirits of future generations are watching them: other people 

generally are content to leave the fate of posterity to providence°. 

M. GU:40431 I would like time to consider the oarefully compiled statement 

of the witness, and I should like the witness to make himself 

available for further examination during the next sitting of the 

7omniesion ie flealesville. 

V.11. 	̀°0: Will the witness help us by giving his advice on what he thinks 

the revision of the policy of the •ielbourne and Metropolitan Board 

of corks should be?-I am not asking for him to tell us anything 

in relation to the past, but I ask for his views on the future 

policy of the Board. 	There is a great deal in the state- 

ment with ehich I agree. 

TM GUM MI i 101/Mt :could you like time to formulate an answer to that question?---I would. 

I should like an opportunity to consult the local officer employed by 

the :eilbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works in this district. 

If you see er. eels°, he will probably make arrangeaents for that to be done. 

THE WITIaSe efITHDReli. 

THOMAS  WILLIAM IRVINT,i; % 	worn and examined. 

M. GOWANds Your name is Thomas Jilliam Irvine, you live at Terra glen, and 

you are a farmer with tweety years' experience as a road contractor?--- 

Yes • 

You are also a councillor in the shire of atham?---Yes. 

Have you had experience in f ire fightine?---Yes. 	 I have prepared some 
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rough notes which I desire to read and amplify. I shall dea i.  

first with the main causes of fire. 	Th.e boardine of scrub 

for a number of years in forests and on private prop rty 

adjoining forests will always cause disasters to forests and 

to farmers. 	Ao fires within a few years are proof of that 

statement. 	The roreste aommiseion blames the landholder, 

while the landholder blames the Forests Jommieeion, letter 

understanding between all parties is most essential. 

break should be cleared, say 10 chains wide, and kept regularly 

burnt. 	This would keep fires out of the forests and would 

also keep them in, should they start in forest country. 

earticular attention should be eiven to all spurs leading to 

the forests and from them, as all fires comine from the forests 

come down the spurs and high points and blow on to the open 

country below. 	: oet fires comes with the north or noth- 

weeterly winds, and that fact should be taken into consider- 

ation when breaks are being cut. 	Ares generally burn in 

conformity-  with the lay of the cou tree Oarrow breaks are 

of no use in a severe fire, as was proven. in Toolangi when the 

late. Mr. Denby lost his life. 	A fire ranger should be 

appointed to take charge of a boundary break, and to control 

burning on private property adjacent to the forests. 

Moot important, however, is that the ranger should be a 

practical bushman and that he should be given control of 

private break burning, which is most dangerous, and should not 

be done except ae a last resort. 	That practice should be 

discouraged as much as eossible. 	The danger was amply ill- 

ustrated when it was proved that a small fire got out of 

control and did terrible in the earrandyte district. This 

fire was a separate fire from the main one. -here possible, 

water supplies should be mede available. It is only in recent 

years that fires from forests have become serious, because 

bullock team drivers and paling splitters who lived in the 
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forests burned to protect their teams and their palings. Alat 

chance would man or beast have to live seder present forest 

conditions? 	The -reater the period between fires, the greater 

the disaster to the etate. 	Feeling is very strong against 

present day forestry methods by people who have lost their all 

by fires coming down o' thee from national parks and forests 

reserves. 	It is eost important that there should be some 

unity established between private landholders and the Forests 

commission, and teat firing should be a one-party job. 

ith regard to your last statement, have you any suggestion to make as to 

whether a particular eoard or authority should be made the controlling 

fire authority?----If the construction of breaks such as I suggest 

was undertaken, I should think the fire officer should be placed in 

charge of that break, and have control over adjoining property. :fe;
1d 

At present, private property owners adjoining forests are working in 

opposition to the commission all the time. 

Old I understand you correctlyt did you advocate a single fire controlling 

authority, either the Forests commission or some other body of that 

kind?---I should say the eorests eommission'e rangers. should control 
[ 

the outside fire breaks aed should have -Lb t break, and the country 

adjacent to the forests, under their control. 	i'oist of the fires 

are coming from private property adjacent to forest reserves became', 

of private property owners burning off. 

fn 
those circurc -Latices, do not you think it is desirable to have come central 

fire controlling authority to control all burning off wherever it 

takes place?---I should think that would be a good idea. 

Should, the local council be given any authority or control?-- 'one whatever 

it is only work suitable for a practical forestry man or bushmane 

Meet local councillors would be useless. 
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It was mentioned yesterday in the vicinity of the court house that 

this fire probably would have been stopped if the Government had made money 

available early in the spring. 	I was informed that the late Areeenby 

was employed there on his own because there was no money available to do 

work early in ;eptember. 	euch work would have been beneficial to the 

forest and would have made preparations for the controlling of a fire of that 

description. 

541X4IONEA; Je might follow that up later. 	eo doubt Mr. Lawrence will 

dispute that statement?---another point I should strongly emphasise is the 

burning of breaks. 	i'hey have been burnt altogether too previous, to the 

danger of surrounding districts. 	I know that for certain, and I know 

individual cases, which I should not care to mention here. 

"R.  LAWRENCE;  What would be the nature of the 10-chain break which you advocate? r te.(AAd 

Oo you suegest the conetruotion of a break absolutely devoid of trees or 

growth of any description?---I would not say that. 	If it was kept clear 

on the spurs it would be suitable, because a fire does not come down any- 

where other than on a spur. 	The fire that was responsible for the 

destruction of 30 houses came along the ridges, burnt 30 valuable fares 

and destroyed thousands of pounds worth of houses. 

chat is the nature of the break you suggest?---Do you mean through cisaring? 

I should like to have your idea te---Are you suggesting a scrub break, or the con- 
4 

struction of a break without trees of any descrietion on it?--- should 

say it is necessary to take all dry timber out and. keep it reasonably 

clean underneath. 	Jrowth should not be allowed to accumulate for 

ten years, as has been done in the past in both I7orests Commission and 

eelbourne and Aetropolitan Board of Arks country. 	The forestry men 

realise that it is so dense that you cannot poke a stick into it. 

Yoe suggest the clearing of a strip of land aeproximately 10 chains wide in the 
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?iealesvilis covered with scrub you could not walk through. 

I have tried to get down fishing - with a permit - but I 

could not get down to the river. 	Anyone who has been 

in that country knows all about it. 

You had a permit to fish in there?---Yes. 

I do not know where you received a permit4---In the town, at the police 

station. 	4thin the past few months I have been there. 

he only object of the queetion is to test your opportunities for 

personal observation. 	llether you were there by right 

or not, does not matter very much. 	You have actually seen 

le areas. 	hat sort of timber or material is it that you 

cannot poke a stick through?---You cannot walk across the 

bracken, and other scrub that is 15 feet to 20 feet high. 

I hare lived here for practically 50 years and I have gone 

through the bush on shooting trips for miles. 

Leavin the bracken alone - we know that is so - would you call dogwood 

scrub?---;Jertainly. 

ould you call hazel scrub?---fes. 

4tat about mountain ash?---I would not call mountain ash scrub when it 

is a tree, but when it is young and thick. 

mall re-growth - that is what you call scrub?--- At the time, it is 

scrub, but it grows into a tree. 

:then you talk about such conditions, you are referring to areas that 

include growing forests?--- hegrowing forest is there toot 

Aare the scrub is most thick it is mainly prickly moos and 

cauliflower. 

That is around the roads?---Yes, right through the country. 

Is the material that you speak of growing material that actually com-

prises of growing forest?---Some or it has been there for 

years • It is dying, is being pushed down by the snow and 

continually accumulating. 	Any practical bushman would tell 

you the same thing. 

{ou have returned to the growth of bracken, which I propos. to leave to 

one side, in an effort to determine what else you refer to as 
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scrub, 	You have said that a growing forest, in your opinion, 

is scrub?---I have told you that scrub comprises prickly moses, 

cauliflower, dogwood, bracken, and such things. 	The accumulation 

of such growth is the worst possible thing for fires. 

)o you class mountain oshre-growth as a fair bed for fires?---1 should 

not say so, 

...;owe of the material that you refer to as scrub is not very inflammable?--- 

zdiAttedly that is so, but you could not walk through it. 

-iave you been in the fern gullies and hove you experienced conditions 

where the gullies are so thickly covered that you could not burn 

a fire in them?---I have not known them to ourn previously, but 

they did burn in this fire. 

{Continued on pare 255) 
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MU. Kif1,60: Jo that some oi the forest you say is so thick does not burn 

for all that?---It is proven now. 

I want you to tell us clearly about this. 	The ordinary fire does not 

ourn these areas....?---That is why a proper fire burned 

under proper conditions does not do any damage. 

I want matters of fact, not of opinion. Have you been on some of the 

ountain ash country apart from those areas where the little 

fishbone ferns are growing?---I have been through all the 

forest. 

Is that inflammabie?---Not under ordinary conditions. 

Have you been on the messmate ridges. 	Juch ridges are fairly extensive 

where there is low scrub. 	.ould you consider that is 

inflammable—I would this year. 	I can take you to 

pieces within 5 miles of here where the forest is practic- 

ally-  dead now and there has been no fire. 	xceptionally 

dry conditions and high t emperatures caused that without 

any fire. 

Although there are parts where you cannot poke a stick, there is possibly 

young forest in other parts where you can walk through* 

Taking these areas in general s  when you made the sweeping 

statement you ere not really referring to a general con-

dition of the area?---I was referring to practically the 

whole of the areas through the forest here. That is the 

general view of all people Buis, in the forest. 

.:isneral views are not very helpful?---le know that the forest was in a 

dirty, filthy condition. 	I say that without fear of 

contradiction, and it was said here today that the forest 

was in good order. 

Perhaos that was another point of view. 	You have exolained your 

position fairly well, and I think we will leave it at 

that?---I might say that some years ago I was fined for 

lighting fires in the forest on a mistake. 	It is just 
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as well to tell you that I have had a fair amount of experience. 

I was convicted. There was only the one conviction. 	I got 

permission fro-; the forest officer to out scrub. I was doing a 

contract here from Myer's Creek on to Toolangi for the Country 

eoads Board and I had permission to fell this timber in the 

forest and burn it at night. 	I did the burning and one or two 

days later the fire got away. 	There was the whole gang that 

was on contract an we worked on the fire for five or six days. 

I was brought before the eourt and fined g5 for lighting a fire. 

The COMMIS5ICTUR:  Did you call your bang off teen?---Y said it would be 

the last fire I would put out. 

eould not look at it in that way?---In regard to the position of farmers 

that have been burnt out; within the last week one or two ie our 

district have said that they would never allow the forest on their 

boundaries to get into the state it has been in. 	They will fire 

it themselves if it is allowed to go on. These people and the 

forestry officials must come together if you are going to stop 

fires. 

GOJANS: ,hat do you suggest?---The forest ranger and these people 

working together. They will work with anyone if they get a 

reasonable deal at all. 

eo you suggest burnine in the forest property or outside it?---Burning 

the adjoining forest to save the forest, and inside the forest 

where practicable. 	While that position exists fires are 

always going to happen and be disastrous. 

Vt. LAUUNCL:  Do you live on the southern side of the forest?---Yes. 

edjoining the forest?---No, on the 'terra Glee racecourse. I live close 

enough to have been working when the fires were burning. 

I an a member of the Bush Fire Brigade at Yarra Uen. 

have you, or to your knowledge, any of these settlers adjoining the 

forest, ever appealed to the local forest ranger for assistance 
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in the control of safety burning alone those forest boundaries?--- 

I could not say that exactly. 	jpeaking as one who has been burnt 

out, as soon as there was a bit of smoke, Ir. )enby was down on you. 

They are frightened to burn when they consider it is safe. They 

have no may of getting out of burning now except putting a fire in 

and letting it go. 	It is my opinion that that is how a good 

many of the fires are started. 

You mean they will not control thsm?---They let them go. They are not 

working in with the Jommission. 	That is because they are 

frightened of prosecution. 	The fines have been heavy lately 

on people boiling a billy on the side of the road, but it is the 

fires buck in the bush country where the damage is supposed to 

come from. 	it is not from the open parts around our district. 

It is only senseless disaster that people are getting pulled up • 

for burning in places where it is practically safe. 	The fines 

are heavy and they are going to turn the people against them. I 

also suggest that fireplaces should be provided at all camping 

places on roadsides and where people picnic. 	That would do away 

with the whole danger of those small fires. 

11-44;  0' 1iONAi.: I think you would find that people would not use them?--- 

I think they would but if they did not do so they should be fined 

heavily. 

fhey like to think they are having a catip fire, 	really "tough" like 

the men in the bush?---I think they will use the fire-places. 

It Tight work but I have seen cases where the fireplaces provided have 

not been used while people have boiled their billies somewhere else?---

I think you would see them being used in the etropolitan eoard area 

at eernehaw and in many places where they would not think of lighting 

a fire. 	•4ould that be correct, 	Teelso? 

YXWO: Fireplaces for boiling, billies would be a good idea. 
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ihey are used in aoard Territory and they are very satisfactory. 

le eke fireolaces wherever the public have any ri:ht to stop 

and we try to _het the eublic to use then. 	1 eeriest agree with 

the opinion expressed that they always use them. 	I think not. 

ene of the troubles is to deal with those people who do not use 

the fireplaces and eut out the fires they maks. in a general 

way you miht say that the great majority of the outline do use 

thee. 

ifik 	'I Olidie2 I think you have made that point quits clear, Mr. Irvine. 

is there anything else you eoule like t -  tall us? 

(k0 A1431 In what direction did the fire come that threatened Yarra dlen?--- 

There were two separate batches of fire. 	They came north and 

north-west. 	The winds were north or north westerly. 	Then 

the wind ch ed when the firs came down to the township to 

almost west and blew it deck into the town. 

These fires •ame from the direction of eint;lake`?---Yes, from einglaka and 

Toolangi. 	One came from close into eeeolangi down Axon's 

Creek spur and burned several houses there. .nother one came 

in from the rational , 'ark at Kinglake. That is practically in 

the same area. 

 hat eould be roughly along the lines of the Axon's Creek road and the A. 

:slide roadT---Cne bre:nen came down on the Axon's Creek road, 

one en eteelows dreok on the ridge and one from the back of 

dhristmas rills right into the houses that were on top, aid 

cleaned every house. 	There were seven good houses within 

just a email area. 

eid the one from 'ehristmais hills come from Eltham and arrandyte direction? 

eo, 

 

that eas a seearate fire that burned fro eithae into 

arrandyte. 	it did not come over ny way. 	fire only 

extended about five miles from Yarra Jlen towards :errandyte e  

on the ehrjertmas Mlle road. 	In the other direction it only 

extended about one elle below 'farm elen. 
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The area round Yarra Glen is pretty well cleared?---ee, it is open 

country. 

That is pret close to Yarra Aen?---It got right into the -emorial 

and burned up to the ,olice atation.. 	It burned 

two laces within half a mile of the .olice stations. 

It simply came over the hill from the head of the main 

fire - limbs and bark. 	It was just luck that they 

saved the Smorial hall. 	It burned all the buildings 

at the back of it and the front hedges. 

)id they have any organisation to deal with it%--...4e have a local fire 

brigade but the majority of the eemoers were near heales- 

ville. so smoky that they did nut know the 

fire we in Yarra 	eoet of the houses were burnt 

before the fire hrigade knew anything about it. it was 

such a day that you could only see a few chains. -;:hat 

was on "ridgy the 13th when the fire came through that 

whole district. 

(: - $10 259 follows) 

The .,:;ommiesion adjourned until 11 a.m. 

on .Sdnesday, 8th February, 1939, at 

Unglake. 
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